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Conclusion a 
• 
The doctrine of the resurrection or the body i• one ot the cardinal 
articles of Christian faith.In hie taiou• chapter on th!' re•urrection Paul 
stresses the supreme importance ot this doctrine by •bowing what would be 
our lamentable condition it there were no renrrection. Be aay•1"Bo,r •aJ 
eome among you that there ie no resurrection or the dead? But ~1 there be no 
reeurrection of the dead, then·•:is Christ not risen1 and if Christ be not rie-
en, then is our preaching vain, and your faith is also vain, ••• ye are yet in 
your eins. Then they also which are asleep in Christ are peri•hed." (1 Cor.15, 
12.13.14.17 .18). Our very faith i~-this life and our hope tor the next are de-
pendant on the doctrine of the resurrection. Christian dogmatics has therefore 
rightly placed this doctrine among the fundamental teachings or Christianity, 
without which there can be no Christian faith. Dr. F. Pieper says 1 ,,Dase die 
Lehra von der Auferstehung der Toten zu den Fundamantallehren gehoert, ohna 
deran Annahme der christliche Glaube nicht bestehen kann, 1st in der Schritt 
klar ausgedrueckt. Sie sagt von Hymenaeus und Genossen, welcbe die Autereteh-
ung der Toten als bereits geschehen annahmen, also 
am Juengsten Tage leugnaten, dass sie der Wahrheit 
die leibliche Auterstebung 
~A~fl,e,.,,...,-
' ' .. , ,tt getehl t ( -r-r-£ ...I' c r>p,,, .c.A >i ,.,E, -.v 
lT/6 7IY , / '1,,., ox, .,, u-.,q,. .. ) und ' ,, 7?1Y 71""~~,v am Glauben Schiffbruch erlitten haben ( TT~/'<\ 
/ -
EV d ll ;,(. /"!er~ y) •" ( Christliche Dogmatik,B.lll,S.603) 
Since this doctrine of the resurrection is of such fundamental signifi-
cance, it would be strange indeed it it were not taught already in the Old Teat-
aaent. Yet there are many who 1118.intain that thie teaching waa not clearly enun-
ciated throughout the Old Testament, but that it developed very gradually, and 
received dist~1t expression only in late prophetic times. W.A.Brown, after 
sketching the hope of iD111ortality among primitive people•, co••• to •Peak or 
this same hope in the religion of Israel. "h we follow the course or the de-
velopment we shall see how, starting on the same basie a■ other primitive 
peoples, the religio•• thinkers of Israel won their way .tip by step to an 
assured faith in God's universal moral government, in the continuance ot Bia 
love and power in the real.II of' the dead, in the exteneion and ultimate tri-
llllpb or Hi■ Kingdom on earth, and in a uniTer■al re■urrection and final Judg-
ment uehering in the rewards and punishment ■ or the La.et Day.• (The Christian 
Hope,p. 53). This same thought of the IJ"adual deTeloiaent ot the doctrine of 
resurrection is expressed be many or the dagmatician■• ,,Im Alten Teetament 
tritt die Lehre von der Auferstehung nur eehr allmaehlich herYor. Ihr Keim 
liegt in der Grundwahrheit, dass der Mensch eein wahr~Leben in Gott hat. 
Jehovah ist die zunucht der Frommen auch gegenueber dUI Tode. Da~• ent-
rickelte eich die Hoffnung, dass die Gottesgemeinschaft durcb keine llacht 
,( 
zerrissen weden koenne." (Chr. E. Luthardt,Komp. der Dogmatit,s.386). Alex-
ander von Oettingen sayss ,Di• vielumstrittene und oft Terneinte Frage, ob 
das Alte Testament eine Uneterblichkeit Jlahre, 1st t1eils eine ach~ ellte 
(denn auch das Neue Testament lehrt sie im Grunde nicht), t1eils eine unkl.ar 
formulirte •••• dap finden wir bereits im A.T. die qewissheit der indiTiduellen 
Fortexiatenz ausgesprochen, wenn auch anftngs dunkel geahnt und allmaehlich 
erst --if¥ler prophetischen Zeit-- zur Auferstehungahoffnung eioh Terklaerend.• 
(Lutherische Dogmatf,lk,Zweiter Theil.s.t.i1). Thus also Voigts"The doctrine or 
2.::, -,), 
the resurrection is found only in the later books of the O.T." (Bibl. Dogm.p. 2 31). 
SUch is the general opinions the doctrine or the resurrection develops slowly 
and hesitatingly and is clearly enunciated only in later books of the O.T. 
Over against thJis opinion conserrative scholars have ma.1ntaii,,4ed that 
the doctrine of the resurrection of the body was known, not only in the later 
books of the o.T., but from the very beginning. Dr. r. Pieper -states, , Wa■ die 
Heilige Schrift betrifrt, so ist die Totenauferstehung nicht nur bl H.T. durcb-
weg als gewisse Tatsache gelehrt, eondern auch im A.T. bereite klar beseugt." 
(Christl. Dogm.111,5.601). Hofmann remarks very emphaticallys ,,Hichte kann 
irriger eein, ale die ••inung, die Tc,4t.enauferetehung eei eine 1paet er.rt durch 
• menscbli ohes Nachdenken aufgekormnene Idee, deren erate Spuren, wenn •ill nicht 
gar erst von den Parsen an die Juden gekoDDDen ist, bei JesaJa und Ezechiel, 
"..d 
vielleicht auch schon in Psalmen Davids begegnen sollen ••••• Ueberhaupt aber 1.-t 
...,.... ,,( 
keine Zeit zu finden, wo sieh der Glaube ohne diese Hoffnung denken lie•••• und 
kein Zeitpunkt nacb der ersten Verheissunf, wo sie zuerat haette auf'kommen 
koennen." (Der Scbrirtbeweia, Zweite Haelfte9 S.490). 
It will be the object or the f'ollo,ring treatise to present, in a briet 
way,aome of the Scriptural evidence from the o.T.,ehoring that the belieYer• or 
or the 01• Covenant held fast to the hope or a renrrection ae a cardinal art-
. ~ 
icle of their faith. § 0~ ~..:....~  ~ ~ 
~~.Lv-vA~ ~ M,.,.._ C,, l- ".I &dd>" tr/ -~ -
The hope of a poi aa :t futwre existence is already implied in Hf , .. ,&1 
-::iapozs. two other important o. T. doctrines. The first of these is the o,T I teaching 
concerning God. The God of the o.T. is not a limited tribal deity, not a figment 
or the imagination; He is the One, the Only, the True, the LiMng God. "The Lord 
He is God; there is none else beside Him", Deut.4,35. Arter the trial between 
God and gods conducted~ Elijah and the Baal-worshipers, the people cried outs 
"The Lord, He is the God; the Lord, He is the God", l Kings 18,39. The O.T. pre-
ke,,v-
sents Jehovah as the Creator of the worlds "In the beginning God created the heav-
en and the earth", Gen.l,lJ as the Divine Lawgiverr"Thererore shall ye obsJve 
all My statutes, and all My judgments, and do them; I am the Lord",Lev.19,375 
ae the Universal King and Rulerr"Thine, O Lord, is the greatness, and the power, 
and the glory, and the victory, and the majesty, for al.l that is in the heaven 
and in the earth is Thine; Thine is the Kingdom, O Lord, and Thou art exalted 
as Head above all", l Chron.29,llJ as the Etarnal Baings"Lord, Thou hast been 
our dwelling-place in all generations. Before the mountains were brought torih, 
or eve/r Thou hadst formed the earth and the world, even from everlastinc to 
everlasting, Thou art God", Ps.90,1.2, as the Almighty Dispenser of lite and 
deaths"See now that I, even I, am He, and there is no god with Ke1 I kill, and 
I make alive; I would, and I heals neither is there any that can deliver out or 
My hand", Deut.32,39s ands"The Lord killeTh, and make~h alives He bringeth down 
to the grave, and bringeth up", 1 Sam.2,6. This latter point,namel7 that God 
is the God of life and deathJia especially important for our present considerat-
ion, since it shows us distinctly that God has absolute poJwer over deati and 
the grave. 
The question now arisess How is thi• O.T. doctrine concerninc the 
Al.mighty, Eternal Creator and Ruler or heaven and earth, connected with the 
doctrine or immortal1ty!t ■ c fna•d al ta I ma rrn•b• fr pad# 1 I That 
becomes evident when one stops to consider the relation or this Supreme Bein1 
to the creature or His hand --!!!!!• That relation was absolutely unique. Wo-
wbere in the history of ethnic doctrines or the religion or priaitiYe people• 
rill one find a similar relation between gods and men as between Jeho•ah or 
the O.T. and the man whom He created. That relation was a close, personal re-
lation. The people of the o.T., from the very beginning, harbored a faith in 
a living, personal God, and not a God Who had withdrawn Him•elf back into the 
· sectet recesses of ~"el..e. majesty. Thia unique per•onal relationship of 
God toward man is ahown us in the most concrete and delightful f~-~~«ta ... JqJ~ 
With the first man in the Garden of Eden. Scripture records aimplya•And they 
heard the voi ce of the Lord God walking in the garden in the cool of ~e day •••• 
And the Lord called unto Adam, and said unto him: Where art thou? And he aaida 
I heard Thy voice in the garden, and I was afaiid ••• ",Gen.3,8.9.10. God walked 
~ A,<.r(,/J._ ~ 
in the garden, God called to Adam, Adam spoke to Him -- those ~~the evidences 
of a unique, intimate relationship between God and man. Here, from the •~ry 
beginning, man knows and believes in a personal, living God,Wbose close commun-
ion he has experienced. Would not that fact alone roster in man, espeoially 
rv fa• tf.. 
after the sentece of death was passed upon him,a longing desire and~in the 
/1 
continuance of that personal relationship in the future life? Nor did this 
personal relationship of God to man discontinue af'ter Adam's fall. Look at 
the history of the patriarchs. "The Lord said unto Noahacome t~ou and all thy 
-dCei,; 
house into the ark; for tlhee have I seen righteous before me in this geaeration", 
Gen.7,1. "After these things the word of the Lord came unto Abra11 in a Tieion, 
sayings fear not, Abram; I am thy ahield, and thy exceeding great reward", Gen. 
15,l. "Alld the Lord appeared unto him (Isaac), and saida Go not down into 
Egypt",Gen.26,2. "And the Lord said Unto Jacobs Return uhto the land or thy 
fathers, and to thy klndred1 and I will be with thee", Gen.31,3. Throughout 
their lives these men ot God were guided and directed bJ personal collllllllnion 
with God. Such a life coald not h6lp strengthening in them the fond hope or 
being with this God af'ter they would have to leaYe this world. And it ehould 
-s-
be remembered that this personal relationship or God to man wa• not an indiYid-
ual favor to the patriarchsJ 1'be people in general stood in that sue relation. 
Think ot the many years of wearj wandering in the wilderneH when Qod was oon-
etantly present rith them, providing rood and drink, punishing ud correcting 
th•• The covenant of circumcision was the individual• s token that he was in 
close communion with God. The whole O.T. theocracy put God into the daily lives 
or the people and made Him the center or all worship. 'nlis relationship or God 
toward the O.T. believers is therefore absolutely unique in its personal,in-
timate character. S.D.F.Salmond, in contrasting the religion or Egypt with 
that of the Jews, righ')ly says t "Where the religion of Egypt was~religion ot ~ 
death, a religion remote from the active, responsible interests of the pre-
sent, that of Israel was a religion or life, a religion that heard the glad 
sounds of divine footsteps on earth, and felt the stre~t and Joy or exist-
ence in the consciousness of a divine order pin history. It was its doctrine 
of God, the living Bod ,rho revealed Himself to men and was present ir,/, ~• 
nation, that saved Israel from that entanglement of the tho,sght or a future 
life with superstition and decaying morality which took place in Egypt. It 
was this, too, that made the Hebrew hope or iDDDortality what it ultimately 
came to be. The belief in a living, personal God was the deep foundation ror 
the belief in the personal continuance of man ••• • (The Christian Doctrine or 
Immortality, p.156) • 
The o,T, doctrine concerning man likewise has a direct bearing on the 
Ji. ope, 
O.T.Aor a personal future life. The story of man'• creation shows us clearly 
that man was created for immortality. "God sai.d t let us make man in our image, 
af'ter our likeness ••• ",Gen.l,26. "And the Lord God formed man or the dust or 
the ground, and breathed into his nosttils the breath of lite; and man be-
came a living soul", Gen.2,7. Van has this in common with the other liTing 
creatures that God made them all living beings, but in man's case alone j 
are we told that God created him in His own image, arter His likeness. V.F. 
$torr remarks: "It is not said that the animals were made in the diTine image, 
and they are nowhere descri~ed as receiving their life from the breath of God. 
The wtiters or these narratives clearly wished to indicate tbat 11&11 aaong 
all created beings was unique in his possession of spiritual qualities which 
he shared only with God." (Christianity and Immoriality,p.58). But there ie 
more importance attached to man• s creation in the image of God than Just the 
fact that he was thereby s•t apart from and over the animal world. "His crea-
tion in the image of God, after His likeness, in itselt involved ianortality •••• 
Kan alone, of all created things in this our world, was formed in the image 
and likeness of Himself. He bore in himself that, for which, when it had 
been displaced by the fall, he was reborn in Christ, the image or the heafen-
ly, l Cor.15,49. But in that he was crea~ed in the image or God, he must 
1-:i_ ;-m.1elf 
needs have in h3-ele~ crea-£ed gifts, corresponding to the all-perfect attri-
butes of God. Man had then, as endowments wherewith he was craa~ed, reason, 
intelligence, imagination, beauty of soul, justice, goodness, l./ii/./1.t~/ right-
eiusness, love, immortality, as a sort of created reflection or the infinite 
Wisdom, Beauty, Goddness, Justice, Righteousness, Eternity of Eternal Love, 
which is God. Every-thing else may in the end be obliterated; everything good, 
wherev,ith he was endowed, may be forfeited forever, in the endless separat;on 
from God in hell. Immortality alone must remain; and man is conscious of his 
immortality, because immortality is of the essence of his being." (E.B.Pusey, 
Da.niel the ~rophet,p.406). 
The fact that the o.T. ft man was conscious of his creation for immo'tt-
ality is brought out very clearly 1lJ what we are told or the O.T, belieYers• 
view of the future life, By way of introduction to this point, it should be 
noted that the 01T, believer conceived of happiness, reward, punishment, the 
Judgment in the future as happening to the whole man, body and soul. "Th• 
Christian doctrine of the future life includes a belief in the resurrection 
of the body. Of the existence of disembodied spirits Christianity knows no-
thing. The immortality of the soul apart from the body, which we find taught 
by Plato, is an impossible conception for a · religion, the central article of 
whose creed is the Incarnation. The Christian can no longer with Greek thought 
regard matter as evil, or the body as the soul's prison house from which it 
looks forward to be set free by death, tor the coming of Christ in ~he flesh 
baa given to matter a sacramental aspect and baa emphaafid the aacredneaa of 
all life. Man's survival of death must imply the possession or a body. It 
is the man who is immortal, rather than the soul." (Christianity and Immort-
ality, V.F.storr,p.55). That is the Christian concept in the light of the 
N.T. Is the O.T. believer's hope the same? Yes, for the two are essentially 
the same. Job confesses very emphatically thats "In my fiesh shall I!!! 
God; whom I shall™ for myself, and mine eyes shall behold, and not another", 
19,26.27. In several different ways Job here emphasizes the fact that he will 
stand before God in his flesh and shall actually see God/ with his own eyes. 
He presupposes a bodily future existence. Isaiah, in describing the tortures 
of the dam111ed, speaks of them as happening to the bodys "Their worm shall not 
die, neither shall their fire be quenched; and they shall be an abhorring unto 
all flewh," 66,24. This belief in a bodily future life may well have been 
the popular belief. It certainly received popular emphasis when it was con-
creteli\i-llustrated ib the translation of Enoch and the ascension of EliJah, 
both of v,hich we'<eexamples of the fa.ct that the body belonged to the future 
happiness. 
0 
Of Enoch we are told in the Illy Records "And EnQPh walked with 
God; and he was not, for God took him," Gen.5,24. Here was a concrete example 
of a righteous patriarch, who, having walked in the ways of God, wae signally 
blessed by being taken directly ul ~ 1117 into the next world. Enoch's bod-
ily translation must have created a profound impression among hie contemp-
oraries. E.B.Pusey saysa "The impression made by the history of Enoch, that 
God took him, is marked by the lp~ition of the word as to the ascension~ 
Elijah,2 Kings 2,3.5.9.l~, np t. The same word expressed the faith of the 
Psalmists (49,15; 73,25), the eons or Korab and Aeaph, and the faith, so ex-
ressed, entered henceforth into the public worship. From the time of David, 
Israel drank in that faith in their devotions." (Daniel the Prophet,p.408) 
Of course, we cannot generalize from these translations of Bnoch and Elijah 
and conclude that they proclaim a bolily existence in the hereafter foa•ll, 
but nevertheless they are significant because they present in concrete form 
-8-
tbe tact that God ditl and could continue bodily existence in the hereafter if 
it so pleased Him. To sum up we quote,aa "A peculiar feature or Jniah thought 
as to bjman life, marking it off clearly from some of the ethnic apecualatione 
and philos9phic conceptions, consists in their habit or regarding the body 
as essential to man's full existence. The traditions embodied in the storiea 
of the translatlons of Enoch and Elijah receive their explanation on the assump-
tion that in this way alone would they be enabled to enjoy the continuance or 
a full and complete life beyond the grave" (J.Haatinga, Diationary or the Bible, 
Resurrection.p.791). 
Now, bearing in mind that the Hebrew■ conception of the future life 
included the body as being essential to such a life, let us look at the Israel-
ite view of the life to come. The patriarch Jacob, when he was well adTanced 
in years, summed up his life in these memorable wordsa "The days of the yeara 
of my pilgrimage are an hundred and thirty yearsJ few and BVil have the daya 
of the years of my life been, and have not attained unto the days of the 
years of the life of my fathers in the days of their pilgrimage" Gen.47,9. 
Jacob's view of life cannot be regarded merely as a reference to his nomadic 
existence, or~ /J as a reflection on the transitoriness of life. He aincerely 
regarded his life here upon earth as a pilgrimage, a Journey, which waa to lead 
to a different life, the life in the hereafter. That is the explanation or 
Hebrews 11,13-16, where we are told that the patriarch• "confessed that they 
were strangers and pilgrims on the earth. For they that aay such things, de-
clare plainly that they seek a country. And truly if they had been mindful or 
that country from whence they came out t they might have bad opportuhity to 
have returnedJ but now they desire a better country, that ia, an heaTenly •• • 
'I'll• Lord Himself inculcated this pilgrimage-view of life when He told Kos••~• 
"The land shall not be sold for eTerJ for the land is Kine; for ye are strang-
ers and soJournera wit~e," Lev. 25,23. stra\ers and soJournera with God --
that was the patriarchal belief. David brings out the same world-view when he 
says 1 "WE are strangers before 
O\[J.l days on the earth are as a 
Thee, and soJourners, as were all our fathers, 
., 1.; ,(,." "." I~. 
ahadow, and there i_; none abiding." /C ... Yel'I .:l!/, 15: 
And when we come to the Psalms we find this same clear hope in a future life 
implied in those mJ.1 passages containing the phrase "for ever". E.B.PUeey,atter 
reviewing those passages in the Psalms which directly express the belief in 
immortality and the resurrection, goes ons "Besides these passages in the 
Psalms, which directly express ij words the belief in the life to come or the 
resurrect ion, there is also much language which imptfee it. Look at the 
doings or girts of God which, the early Psalms say, rill be 'ror eve✓.'Your 
heart shall live for ever~ 22,26. 1Tfi}iou •• settest Ve before Thy face for ever: 
41,12. 1I trust in the mercy of God for ever and ever; I rill praise Thee tor 
ever~ 52,8.9. 11 will give thanks unto Thee for ever: 30,12.'The fear of the 
Lord is clean, endu~ing for ever; 19,9. An immortality of praise implies an 
iimnortality of being; the endless abiding of the reverence of God involves, 
that they who so revere Him shall abide alway ••• David's words express o•r t~ 
Christian hopes. We, whose hopes they express, cannot think that they meant 
lees to David, whose hope they first fed." (Daniel the ,rophet,p.413). Thue 
it becomes evident that the Israelites of the OT. had a clear conception or the 
future life. 
And this view of the future was bot just a vague,general belief; the 
O.T. believer had a definite belief in a future· reward for the Hghteous and 
godly. Already in Leviticus the promise or life was extended, though condit-
ionally:"Ye shall therefore m» keep my statutes, and my judgments1 which if 
a man do, be shall live in them," 18,15. Baalam the pro,het, instead or curs-
ing the children or Israel as Balak, the king of Moab desired, broke out in a 
paean of praise: ''Who can count the dust of Jacob, and the number or the 
fourth part of Israel? Let me die the death of the righteous, and let my 
laat end be like his!" Num.23,10. This is not merely a pious wish that he may 
die "in a green old age, in peace and honor, ltisfied with length of days" 
(s.r.o.salmond,Christian Ddcine or Immortality,p.170), but an expression or 
his hope for a blessed immortality. In ,r.verbs 14,32 we reads "The righteous 
hath hope in his death". Ch.ll,18a "To him that aowetb righteousness ahall be 
a sure reward." The Psalmist eingsa 
-10-
"0 love the Lord, all ye his saints, for the Lord preaenetb the faithful, 
and plentifully rewardeth the proud doer", 31,23. "Verily there ia a reward 
tor the righteous", 58,11. Isaiah writeea "Say ye to the rigbteou•, that it 
shall be well with him, for they shall eat the J. fruit of their doinga",3,10. 
And so we could enumerate many more passages, which bring out the O.T. hope, 
not only of a future life in general, but of a reward in tha~life for the 
faithful. And whan one remembers that the O.T. believer conceived himself 
as being in that future life with his whole person, body and soul, this Tin 
points distinctly to the concomitant belief in the reS11rrection of the body. 
And just as the O.T. believer hoped ~i a happy, blessed hereafter, 
eo there are also maJIY passages showing us the O.T, belief in a final Judpent 
and Eunishment of the ungodly. Hannah, praying inithe temple, exulta1 "The 
adversaries of the Lord shall be broken to pieces; out of heaven shall be 
thunder upon them; the Lord shall judge the ends of the earth; and he shall 
give strength unto his king, and exo.lt the horn of hie annointed," l aa..2,10. 
Ps.9,8s "And he shall judge the world in righteousness, he shall minister 
judgment to the people in uprightness." And in connection with this final 
Judgment, punishment would be handed out to the ungodly. "Upon the wicked 
he shall rain snares, fire and brimstone, and an horrible tempest; this shall 
be the Pe:9tion of their cup",Ps.11,6. "The wicked shall not be unpunished", 
Prov.11,21. ''Woe unto the wicked! It shall be ill rith him, for the rnard 
,/ ~'f: 
or his hands shall be given hif",Isa.3,11. Especially descriptive is Isa.66,241 
"Their worm shall not die, neither shall their fire be quenched1 and they shall 
be an abhorring unto all flesh." Thus we see that the o.T. likewise c6ntaina 
a definite doctrine or future judgment and retaibution. And again, when one 
remembers that the Isrealite conceived or these things aa happenigg also to 
the body, as the very last passage distinctly shows, this point also ia import-
an,tft for our discussion of the O.T. belief in a resurrection or the body. 
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Arter this preliminary 
c,1:/:. _.,;J ~..rr 
ttw_ (), f -v-<uv- ~ ~'-:7. ~ I 
review or • t ls I a 1 u■1urr11d I rt tau, 
we shall now look at some or the direct and indirect ayidena• or ib• QJd Tea:t-
@8nt Scriptures pertainin~ to the doctrine or tbe rHorrect1aa. Beginning 
with the Books of Moses, the first passage to come under con-eideration is 
naturally that passage in which sinful mankind waa given its first promise ot 
the Divine Deli verer, Gen.3,151 "I will put enmity between thee and the woman, 
and betwwen thy seed a nd her Seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt 
bruise His heel." Conaervftive theology in general and Lutheran exegetes in 
particular have always t aken this passage a~being the Ftotevangel, the r1" 
Gospel- promis e to fallen mankind, the fiTst foregleam or their future deliver-
ance. The Beed of t he wama.n is the Incarnate Son of God who was to bruise the 
head of the serpent, thatis, destroy the works and power of Satan. This He was 
to do at the co st of having His own heel bruised; He Himself would have i'lfi:u.rrer 
in the work of deliverin--g man from Satan's clutches. In this passage we have, 
therefore, the first promise or Christ the Savior,who was to overcome Satan 
and all his works and po~wer. "For this purpose was the son,t or God manifested, 
that he mieht dest r oy the works of the ·devilr l John 3,8. And what are the 
works of the Bevil? To the works of the Devil belong temporal, spiritual, and 
Ju.+-h 
eternal. "The wages of sin is deatt. "Rom.6,23. Death -- that was the grasp 
Satan had on our first parents as soon as they had fallen into sin. But this 
power of Satan over man was to· be d-eettoye• when the Seed of the WOll&Jl crush-
ed his head. And by destroying the power of Satan, namely death, He would 
bring life an1immortality to light, 2 Tim.1,10. In this passage, therefore, 
we have a clear indication that death was not the end of everything for ll&ll• 
Hofmann remarks very fittingly 1 
11 
Die Hoffnung auf die Erloesung hat ••• Wurzel 
gefasst, ale jenes erste Gotteswort nach der Suende der Erstgeechaffenen vom 
Siege der Menschheit ueber ihren Verfuehrer sagte. In dieeem Sieg iet auch 
der Tod verscblungen. Was aber der Menschheit verheissen war, eollte eich der 
Glaube des Einzelnen das nicht zurechnen? Wenn eie wuesten, dass ihnen die 
Suende vergeben war, wie konnten sie anders als sich der Hoffnung getroeeten, 
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dass sie nicht im Toda bleiben widen? Was dies aber heisse, wussten sie eben 
10 JJ; von selbst, als sie keiner Belehrung b~rtten, was tuer ein Vordng 
das Sterben sei. Wie dae sterben den Menschen an Leib und Seel• betrittt, 10 
wird auch die Erloesung aus dem Tode den gan1en Menachen ia1 Leben wiederher-
bringen." (Der Schrirtbeweia, Zweite Haeltte,S.491). We can therefore safely 
contlude that the belief in a deliverance from death is aa old aa the first 
Gospel-promise, and that Adam and Eve had essentially the same hope as we have 
today. Luther sayss 7.Derhalben ist zwischen Adam und Eva ihrem, und unserem 
Glauben, kein Unterschied; allein dieser, dass sie geglaubt, dass Christua, 
Gottes Sohn, als wahTer, allmaechtiger Gott, soll des Weibes Same, daa ist, 
rechter Mensch we'"den, und in die Welt kollDDens den wuerde der Teufel in die 
Ferse stechen, das ist, toedten und morden; aber er wuerde erstehen vom Tode 
und dam Teufel seine■ Kopf zert reten, von Suenden, Gottes Zorn, Tod und Roelle 
erl~esen, Gerechtigkeit, Leben, Seligkeit wiederbringen!~ (ST.L.111,661}. 
,, 
While on this subject of Messianic prophecy we may mention in this 
connection also the many promise~given to the patriarchs, ia which, just aa 
in the Protevangel, there is afso included the hope of the resurrection from 
the dead. Vlhen God told Abraham to leave his homeland, He gave him the prom-
ise: "In thee shall all families of the earth be bless••"• Gen.12,3. Thi1 
promise was repeated to Abraham, in essentially the same fonn,f in Gen.18,181 
22,18. Isaac received the same promises "I will make thy seed to multiply as 
the sta re of heaven, and rill give unto thy seed all these countries, and in 
thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be biessed", Gen.26,4. Jacob re-
ceived the promise in almost the same words, Gen.28,14. Who ia this Seed in 
whom all the nations of the wtld were to be blessed? 
t;i.J. 
That Seed can only be the 
Promised Seed of the woman who was to be descended from the patriarchal line. 
That se•d is Christ the Savior of the world, Acta 3,251 Gal.3,8. And the 
blessing which was to come upon all the world through that Seed i1 redemption 
through the blood of the Lamb of God. And this redemption includes deli•erance 
from sin, the wrath of God, Satan, and death. That means that in theee Goepel-
promises given to the patriarchs, there was also a distinct promise for a 
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bleesed future life. H. Ebeling states, ~er Segens in dir sollen gesegnet 
werden alle Geschlechter auf Erden, steht dem Fluch gegenueber, welchen er 
aufhebt, und da der Fluch den Tod einschliesri, Gen.2,17, eo mues der Segen J. 
auch den Tod aufheben, also die Auferstehung einschliessen," (Der Kenechheit 
Zukunrt, S.59). 
This same belief in a deliverance after death liew also in those 
singular expressions connected with the •eath of the patriarchs. In Gen.15,15 
the Lord gives Abram the promises ~And thou shalt go to thy fathers in peace •• ", 
and of Abraham's death we are toldt "Abraham gave up the ghost, and lied in a 
good old age, an old man, and full of years; and was gathered to his peo~l•V 
Gen.25,8. or Ishmael we are told the same thi'gh, Gen.25,17. Isaac was like-
wise "gathered unto his people",Gen.35,29. Jacob himself told his sons, "I am 
to be gathered unto my people; bury me with my fathers in the cave that is in 
the field of Ephron the Hittite", Gen.49,29, and when he died he "was gathered 
unto his people", v.33. The Lord told Moses that "Aaron shall be gathered 
unto his people, and sill die there ( itt.Hor~", Num.20,26. God spoke to Kosesa 
"And when thou hast seen it (the puomised land) thou also shalt be gathered 
unto thy people, as Aaron thy brother was gathered", Num.27,13531,2;Deut.32,50. 
Later we are told of Davidt "So David slept with his fathers •• ", #./t l Kings 
2,l0;1,2l;Actsl3,36. What is the import of this ever-recurring"gathered unto 
his people!! It cannot mean that these patriarchs of old were merely placed 
in a common burial-place, for Abraham was not buried with h.is fathers, nor 
was Ishmael. And Jacob speaks of his being "gathered unto h.is people" aa 
something distinct from his burial, "I am to be gatheded unto my people1 
bury me with my fathers ••• ",Gen.49,29. We must conclude, therefore, that 
these words are an expression of the O.T. hope of immortality and reunion 
after death with those who have gone before. Luther, in exJlaining Gen.25,8 
saya t ,, Wo ist aber Abraham hingefahren? Mose sagt a Er ward au aeinem Volle 
gesa.mmelt! Sind denn noch Voelker vorhanden nach diesem Tode? Denn ala~auten 
di~Worte, als wa.ere er von einem Volk sum andern gezogen, von einer stadt 1n 
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die andere. Das ist nun ein treffliches und merkwuerdige• zeugnis der Auf-
eretehung und zukuenftigen Lebeae, welches man zum Trost vorbalten aoll allen, 
die an Gott glauben", ( st .L.l ,1755). 
Next we mention the trial of Abraham's faith in that he was commanded 
by God to sacrifice his only son. This incident shows us Abrah~s implicit and 
unswerving faith in God, and thogh from the o.T. point of view the resu•rection 
of the body is not indicated , yet according to the N.T. exegesis of this pass-
age, Abraham displayed a di stinct faith in the resurrection in connection with 
his sacrifi cing of Isaac. The Epistle to the Hebrews statess "By faith Abraham, 
when he v,as tried , offered up Isaac; and he that had received the promises, 
offered up his only begotten son, of whom it was said, that in Isaac sgll thy 
seed be called ; acco~unting that God was able to raise him eisaac) up, even 
from the dead , from whence also ho received him in a figure", ll,l7Ql9. Here 
we have unmi stakabl e evilence, given to the author of H-ebrews by iaepiration 
of the 
ion of 
Spirit, foYthe fact that Abraham of the o.T. believed in the resurrect-
£'\. clca.cf• 
the dead, tr1.- wt-k.,,_,,r ~ L2,-,I ~ ~ o/ ~~ F ~ ~ 
That brings us to our next passage, Ex. 6,3,. which, because of Christ's 
own explanation, become s a/i very important link in the chain of proof for the 
ar. doctrine of resurrection. This passage contains the woris of Jeho,ivaJa to 
His servant Mos es at the burning bush. After the Lord had told him that he 
was treading upon holy ground, He continueds "I am the God of they father, the 
God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob." ,We haue al:Peaay •••• 
i-he aniqtte , peuona] reJatian of Qe;, tg man aad maR te Qea. In these remarkable 
words of our text we a re clea rly told that God's personal relation Pl to man 
e, 
and man's intimate f,i'llowship with God are not interrupted by the hand or grim 
death, but th~t those very same relat ions continue af'ter death. "The doctrine 
of life aft er death lay, for tho~tful minds, in the continued relation or God 
to the patriarchs, expressed in the titles "I am the God of t~y rather, the 
God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob", by which God revealed 
Hiaaelf anew to Israel in Egypt." {E,i.B. Pusey ,Daniel the Prophet ,p.407). 
.. 
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And when this passage, Ex.6,3, is consi•ered in the light of the Sarior's .. 
oYn exepsis in the N.T., there can be no doubt whatsoeYe• that in these 
words there was taught, not only the doctrine of immortality in general, but 
1pecifiaally the doctrine of the resurrection. Christ gave His explana.G:on of 
this pas sage one day when there "came to Him the Sadducees, which say that 
there is no resurrection", Matt.22,23-33; Mark 12,18-27; Luke 20, 27-38. 
These unbelieving Sadducees came t,o Him with the question of the seven bro-
thers who had been, success ively, the husbands of the same wife during their 
life-time. The question which the Sadducees then maliciously ste'I up was this a 
"Therefore, in t he re surrection, whose wife shall she be of the seven? for 
they all had her", Matt. 22, 28. Not being believers in the resurrection they 
meant to nonplus the Savior with their question. But Jesus not only put them to 
shame; He also procee/\o show them from that very part or the O.T. which they 
accepted that there will be a reswnection. He said a "But as touching the ree-
ureection of the dea d, have ye not read that which was spoken unto you bJ God, 
saying: I am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob?", 
Ex.6,3. And from thi s O. T. quotation Christ draws the unmistakable conclusions 
"God ia not the God of the dead, but of the living", Matt.22,32. If these O.T. 
believers were dead, in the sense of the Sadducees, that is, if their souls 
werej extinct and annihilated, then God,who here distinctly calls Himself the 
God of Abraham, Isaac, and J acob, would be the God of nothing , "since, if they 
..__.olf'.: 1 
be not living, exi sting now, they have ceased to be, and are absolutely notning. 
If God could not or would not preserve them from annihilation, how could He 
still be their God?" (Lutheran Com.,Matthew, Chas. F.Schaeffer). The unavoid-
able conclus ion i s that God is the God of the living; God is now the God of 
Abraham, I saac, Jacob; God is now the God of all those o. anaJN.T. believers 
who are s leeping in the dust of the earth. The Pulpit Commentaty eums up the 
argument thus : "God was the patriarchs' Father, Saviour, Redeemer, Judge, Re-
warder; He could not hold these relations to mere dust and ashes, wt only to 
conscious and responsible beings, existing, though in another condition, and 
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in another portion of God's creation. Thus was proved the continued exist-
ence and personality of the soul; and the resurrection of the body follows 
consequentially from this. ~An is a complex being; he has body and soul, 
neither of llhich is complete without the other. The soul ie not perfect 
man without the body, whiih is i t s organ; the body is not p•rfect man without 
the soul1 v,hich animates it. In giving e"fernal life to man, God gives it to 
the creature as originally made, not to one portion only of Bis nature." 
(Matthew, A.L.Williams; W.J.Deane). And if this passage of the o.T.,Ex.6,3, 
implies the resurrection, then also those/ other similar passages, in which 
God calls Himself the God of His people, can be used in this connection. 
Dr• J • T • Mueller says: ''Wherever in the Old Testament we read the gracious 
Pro . 'I th , mise : am Y God, we have a passage teaching the resurrection of the 
dead, since 1God is not the God of the dead, but of the lirlng- Gen.17,7; 
26,241 28,13; Ezek.37,27J etc." (Christian Dogmatics, p.626). 
This concludes our review of the Bolks of Moses. Let us now look 
briefly at the hisbrical books of the o.T. FHIII tae co:, na+.tue ef thees 
•eelcs it h eu:ia&:ait tfte:t &11e eeulli ha.Faly e"pee• te find. degmuti• v.tt ea:•■•u 
QR any e<tc:\Pine,...and ytriJn these also we have incidents giving us intimations 
of the belief in a resurrection of the body. There is, first of all, that 
remarkable expression of David's faith concerning his dead son, "But now he 
is dead, wherefore should I fast? Can I bring him back again? I shall go to 
him, but he shall not return to me," (2 Sam. 12,23). Datld, seeing that hie 
son is dead, realizes the utter futility of mourning and fasting for him. 
He is dead, out of1h,is life, and therefore he rill n•t return to Datld. 
Nevertheless, David comforts himself with the klorious tho\ht that some day 
he would "go to him." He presupposes, first of all, that his eon continues 
to live in another world, that death had not bee--n the end for hie infant eon. 
In that already there is a clear evidence of Dawid's belief in an after-life. 
And then he says a "I shall go to him." When he him•elf would paes ~ of this 
world through the gate of death, be would enter another world where ha would 
find his son. Note how David holds to the idea of a personal, bodily existence 
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in the herearter. He says disti■ctly 1 "! shall go to h!!!!•" These are remark• 
able words, and from the lips of a sorrowing father "a clear confession of 
the belief in a life after death," (P.E.Kretzmann,Pop. Conn.). 
In the First and Second Bolks of the Kings we have the records or 
three very remarkable incidents -- the rl~sing of dead persons on this earth. 
The first of these incidents is recorded in I Kings 17,17-24. Elijah the 
Tishbite had kept hiw8\!.er and the widow of Zarephath alive 1!, miraculously 
v.,..;. d.,o,.../4 
increasing the barr el of meal and cruse of oil. Soon art er this event the wild,r' • 
eon "fell sick; and his sickness was so sore, that there was no breath left 
in him," v .l 7. Elijah took the child, pra)led to the Lord God, "and the Lord 
lu.. 
heard the voice of Elijah; and the soul or the childcame into him again, and he 
fevived,"v. 22. The second incident took place in the life of Elisha, the 
successor of Elijah, II Kings 4,34. The son of his hostess, the Shunammite 
woman, had died. The woman came to him with her trouble, 'J "and ,rhen Elisha 
was come into the house, behold, the child was dead, and laid upon his bed," 
v.32. Elisha prayed to the Lord and having stretched himself over the child, 
"the flesh of the child waxed wa rm, ••• and the child opened his eyes,"vv.34.35. 
The third instance is of la somewhat different JU.ture. In II Kings 13,21 we are 
told 1 "And it came to pass, as they were burying a man, that, behold, they spied 
a band of men; and they cast the man into the sepulchre or ELishat and when 
the man was let down, and touched the bones of Elisha, he revived, and stood 
up on his feet." It will not do to say, as some hold, that in these cases the 
persons r~ed were only seemingly dead. The records are too explicit in stating 
that these per~ons were actually dead, that th• breath of life had lett them, 
and when they were revived the soul returned to the body. They were,thereorre, 
actually dead, and yet the prophets, with diviae help, brooht them back to 
lif•. Now of what significance are these incidents as fbr as the belief in 
a resurrection is concerned? We cannot dray dogmatic conclusions from these 
exceptional oases ; nevertheless, as S.D.F .Salmond remarks 1 "The instance■ 
of the restoration of the dead to life ••• , howe~er understood, show at least 
that at t hat time to which these records belong death was not supposed to be 
..  
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absolutely and irremediably an end to man," (The Chrietian Doctrine ot Iatort- · 
ality,p.136). : Another point which these instances prove is the tact tahat God 
co~l_d and4id,iraise up those who had really died here in this world, and it 
He' did that, then the poss ibil~y certainly wae there that the same God could 
and would. raise up the dead at the end of time. These miracles, the repott 
of which(i) must have been rumored abroad among the people, were therefore tor 
them a foreshadowing of their own final resurrection, and ia so far they are 
evidence for the belief in a resurrection of the body. 
Now we come to the poetical books of the a.I... The first passage to 
be considered is that rema rkable, but much disputed confession of fob, the 
sufferer, j~~ chapter 18,25-27. This paseage is used by the Lutheran clfnl•h 
as a sedes doctrinae for the resurrection of the body. In this it follows the 
ancient church and the text itself. Various objections have bean raised against 
this pas sage as r eferring to the resurrect ion. The more important of these 
will be cons i dered i n the course of the presentation. For the present, let ua 
look at the passage it self. 
In Chap. 19 Job answers the opinion expressed by Bildad the~~ 
Shuhite, who seeks to explain the terrible sufferings or Job on the ground 
that Job was being punished for his sinfulness. Job, however, protests his 
innocence, and in verses ;Jjj 23 and 24 he expresses the wish that hie pro-
testations of innocence might be recorded in a book or indelibly inscribed 
upon a rock as an everlasting testimony to his i11110cence. But realising the 
futility of this imagined hope, Job looks into the future an:i solaces him-
self with the thought of the Redeemer who would some day deliYer him from the 
grave and proclaim his innocence before God. Such is the thought or thi s re-
markable passages l 9,25y27. 
Let_ us look at this confeesion or Job in more detail. V.25 readea 
"For I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand at the latter 
day upon the earth." The first word or ijportance in this connection is the 
word ~ f(f., "my Redeemer". The origiaal significance of this Z-~:X. ie the 
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nearest kinsman who had special obligations toward his relati•e• under 
certain circumstances, Lev.25,25fff Ruth 2,20; 3,91 4,11 4,a.1,. Thi• /,_(Jif 
had the obligation of a) avenging when his near kinsman was tilled, Nwl. 
35,19ff; Deut.19,6j.12; Josh.20,3.5.9; 2 sam.14,llf he is there~re called 
U :J_ U fit J b) redeeming a kinsman from slavery, Lev. 25,48.49 J c) buying back 
a brother's land, Lev.25,25; Ruth 4,4.6; d) taking care or a kinsman's wid-
ow, Ruth 3,13; 4,1-10; e)receiving the recompenae for someone's treapa•a 
against a kinsman, Num.5,7.8. In a special sens.e God is called the "Redeem-
er of Israel", Isa.41,14; Jer.50,34; Ps.19,14; 78,35j. And that thia/~i -.y 
refer to the second person of the Godhead, the Redeemer pfrom sinfand death, 
ia clear from Gen.48,16, where Jacob in blessing Joseph's sons says in con-
clusions "The Angel which redeemed me from all evil, bless the lads." Job 
mentions the same Angel, 33,23; 33,2., who is his witness in heaven, 16,19. 
This same Angel is the ·ff;, in whom he here expresses the confi•ence that at 
some future time, on the last day, He would appe•r on earth to deliver Job from 
the shackles of the grave, v.25. 
After that has taken place, "Thoug¥ after my akin worms destroy this 
body, yet in my flesh shall I see God," v.26. This veraehas caused great 
difficulties. Some have presuppifed a corruption of the text. "It is generally 
conceded that this famous passage has suffet'd considera'11• corruption in the 
course of transmission." (C.J.Ball, The Book of Job). The difficulty which 
some eaeget\ have found in this~ verse~ arises \.vidently from their refusal 
to see in these words a clear indication of the bodily resurrectioh. Delitzach 
translates s "Und nach meiner Haut, also zerfetzt, 
Und ledig meines Fleisches werd' ich achaun Eloah •• " 
Hie explanation is this1 after the ••struction of Job's bedy, and when he 
no longer has his flesh, he will see God in beatific vision. No thought or the 
resurrection, for ~die Auferstehungshoffnung als formulirter Glaubenssatz (1st) 
in Israel ueberhaupt Juenger als die salomonische Zeit. Dadurch wird man au 
der Annahme gedraengt, dass Job bier die Hoffnung eines jenseiti,{gen geiatig-
en Schauens Gottes und also eines jenseitigen Lebeas bekenne und ao diiihla 
.. 
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sonet beherrechende volksmaessige Vorstellung vom Hades durchbreche.• (Bibl. 
Com. ueber die poet. Buech.) A.B. Davidson expresses a similar opAnion. He 
says of v. 26s "Iii is highly igiprobable that tid• great thought of the resur-
rection of the body could be referred to in a way so brief. Even if the idea 
0 
had been current and a commonplace of b,lief, a reference to it by the words 
I f 
my flesh would be singular and unnatural. But on O.T. ground, and in the sit-
uation of Job, such a matter-of-fact kind of reference is almost imconceiv-
able." (The Book of Job, Appendix~. The greaimajority of these exegetes are 
laboring under t he not i on that the doctrine of the resurrection was not known 
until l ate pro phetic times, that at this timeJ it could not yet have been a 
popular concept ion. We ha ve already seen that the belief in a bodily exist-
ence herea fter exist ed from the vary beginning, and it is therefore not at 
all surprising to hear a confession like Job's. On the contrary, since Job; 
found himsel f in circumstances where his earthly boj.dy was well-nigh eaten 
up by boils and when he felt himself at the point of death, it is only nat-
ural that he should look bey6nd death to the time when his Rede•xfwould f 
raise up his miserable body and transform it i nto a new, glorious one. 
Besides this usual explanation of this verse (26),namely that Job 
would some "s ee " God without his body, there is also the explana1i.on that 
Job we,s t o see God while he was yet on ea rth. Thus C.J.Ball, who translatesa 
"For I, I know my Avenger; 
And at last He will rise up on earth; 
I shall see, while I yet live , El's revenges, 
And in my fl esh I shall gaze on Eloah!" 
He continues: "fJob ' s prophecy, then, finds its fulfillment within the limits 
of t he poem it self. He is not represented as looking forward to the establish-
ment of his innocence after he had passed~ of the gody into the dim world 
of the dead ; much less is he anticipatibg his o,m resurrection from the dead 
at t he l a st day ." (The Book of Job). 
Having r eviewed these explanations, let us look at the text itself . 
in mor e detail. The tra nslation of the A.V. i s r ather unbappy at this points 
"And t hough after my skin worms dest r oy this body, yet in my flesh shall I 
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see God. 11 The first phrase reatls: ~~-=,- -=J~\?J '-1iJ 1Qli]. The 1!JXis 
here evident ly a p,repoaition of time, meaning as much asa art.er, or art.er-
-ward. To take it l ocally: ,.hinter meiner Haut (Hofmann) is very unnatural and 
forced. Concer ning the ~1 iJ, my skin, therejisft no di,pute. But about the 
n ;\ T - ·l.l) P,J therehas been much controversy. Hofmann takes ~ 1> P.J as .,eine 
Nominalform v,,e- l) ·7 lti }? ! , wjelche vor dem folgejnden Zischlaute ihr 7) ab-
geworf en hat, wiit 1-~ l vorkommt neben 7) 1 J. 7 und ~ / tf ;J anstatt T)' / l(i J, und 
s • B d ... I eine e eu .. ung , .umspannung , ergibt sich aus der Vergleichung von Jes.3,24." 
By for the majority of exegetes are a greed, however, that hbe form is a 
verbal form. As such it can be: Piel of ?PJ or also the Niphal. A.G.Doehler 
sums up the di s cus sion of t he word , 
11
Nach den Verbis primae rad. Nun iet es 
das ganz r egelmaessige Piel von nakaf, dessen Bedet~ung auch umgeben Jl/i/J 
sein koennte ••• Es i st aber auch niiefu die gaaz regelmaessige Form eines 
Ni phal von nakaf. Heisst dieses nakaf umgeben, so wuerde das Riphal heissen 
umgeben warden, uni so habe~es Hieronymus und Luther verstande». Sei es nun 
hier Pi el oder Ni phal, i nnner erscheint es als Hapaxlegomenon, nur einmal 
vorkorranend . I ndes s kommt allerdings das Verbum nakaf aucb in der Bedeutung 
von schlagen vor, woman es von dam Arabischen naquafa herleitet. Diese 
BEdeutung zeigt sich auch in dam Abscblagen der Dliven,Jes.17,6; 24,3 ••• 
Allain um so weniger selt en ist Jlakaf in der Bedeutung von umgeben, um-
kreisen. Im Buche Hiob selbst kommt es Kap.1,5 vors ,Und es geschah, da 
~ 
di e Tage des Wohllebens ihren Umlauf gehabt. Ja 19,6, also in dem Kapitel 
unserer in Enraegung gezogenen Stelle selbet, heisst eas ,Und mit seinem 
Jagdne~z hat er mich umringt~ Von diesem nakaf ist auch nikefah, strick 
(der den Leib umgibt), gebildet. Ea kommt Ps.22,17; Jos.6,3 und oerter vor." 
(Lehre und Wehre, Jahrg.38, S.15-16). On the basis of this usage of the word 
we translates "afterwa?rd with my skin there shall be surrounded this (body)." 
) l j_; is here the accusative of material. 1) lf T ,the feminine, evidently re-
IA/1..t . 
fers back to something -- justft remains vague. 
,t 
Some refer~back to the fem-
inine D~/ of v. 20, which makes very good sense. The above translation is 
also that of Jerome: "Et rursum circumdabor pelle mea," and of Luther: ,,Und 
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werde darnach mit dieser meiner Haut umgeben werde." 
The next phrase,• very important one in this consideration, i• 
likewise the objict of much contention. It readaa I] 1f/J 11.ff(~ •!~-¥ ~ :'J. 
~ ~ • #. # 
The fifficulty lies in the preposition J.;, connected with 1 ~ .:J. In order 
to preserve the principle of parallelismus membrorum, most critics, who have 
translated the preiious ) ~ Jf) with "destroyed, zerschlagen" are constrained 
to translate 7 l it, .!.2J·7as "without,or away from my flesh." Tb--\ts Delitzsch1 
• T ; • 
.ledig meines Fleisches"J Driver and Gray 1 "away from my flesh";' ..Woiligsrflodrfl • 
1'8~na ■oiLR Floisoh"; Davidson: "without my flesh". Thus they get away from 
the resurrect ion i dea completely; but this translation is contrary to the 
Cf ~~e:xt , v. 27, c ontrary to the analogy of faith, and contrary to the terl 
itself. The preposition ] J has a l ocative sense , "out i{,"from: and a 
t . ,, ' " t . t i J.. 1-t" . . 1 ara ive s e nse, away f rom, ''wit hout. Here he preposi on 11 1 s origina 
sep-
loc-
at i ve sense, 't>ut or'~ "from~ or "in: This is demanded a) by the t-ext itself. 
Job say s that f rom or in his flesh he shall see God. The seeing is here not 
~ft t,r d .. afh 
the proph1?tic vision, or the beatific vision ~tho noJtt li~, but an actual 
phys i cal s eeing , a nd that presupposes the possession of a body; 'jJ/J b) by 
the cont ext. I n the very next verse Job repeats that he will see God for him-
self, and his ayes shall behold him; c) by the principle of Hebrew poetry, 
parallelismus mambrorum. We have seen that the previous J!) )! 1 is to be translat-
ed "surrounded." iob there speaks of the restoration of his body. "7 ¥-".fl)·] ex-
,, 
presses a similar tho ugh°t: that 'but of his very flesh he would behold God; 
d) by the analoe;y of faith. Scripture presents the resurrectio carnis. That the 
bojdy is to be raised is the very essence If the resurrect ion, lCor.15,35-44; 
e) This trans lat i on:"Frorn.,or in my flash" is also that of the Vulgate and of 
the f athers . Vulgate: "Et rursum circumdabor pelle rnea; 
Et in carne rnea videbo Daum meum, 
Quern visurus sum ergo ipse, 
~- Et oculi mei conspecturi sunt, et non alius." 
Augustine, Cmv . XXII, 29, says: "Illud etiamqu,aod ait Job sicut in exemplaritus 
quae ex Hebraeo sunt invenitur: it in carne mea videbo Daum meum, resuvrectionem 
ca rnis s ine dubio prophetavit. 11 
After this brief consideration of Job's remarkable confession we can 
draw the conclusions pertinent to the subject under consideration. What does 
Job say about the resurrection of the body? He says: a) that his Redeemer 
will appet,r on the last day to raise~· m up from the grave; 
~ "r"' ~ 
skin and flesh of his earthly body~wi 1 be restored; c)that 
b) that the very 
he will see God 
with his own eyes . Certainly a most powerful testimony to the fact that the 
resurrectioh of the boj.dy is taughj in the O.T. Job here expresses the very 
same faith that we of the N. T. have. We conelude this section with a remark 
of Jerome, quoted by H. Ebeling : ,. Ni emand hat nach Christo so llar von der 
.i\fuerstehung gesprochen, wie Hiob vor Christo." (Der Menschheit Zukunft,S.60) 
Several passages from the Psalms will be our next consideration. 
The fir st of l.):µe se i s Ps .L6,9-ll: "The refore my heart is glad, and my glory 
rejoiceth ; my f l esh also shall 'test in hope. For thou wilt not leave my soul 
in hell; neit her wilt thou suffer thiae Holy One to see corruption. Thou 
wilt shew me the pat h of life; in thy presence is fulness of joy; at thy 
right hand there a re Jleasures for evermore." 
Psalm 16 is gene r ally accepted as a Messianic Psalm. That is proved 
first of all by the Psalm itself, which speaks of a definite individual 
called Thy Holy O!lie ,v.10. Concernine; the word7 1 7~~athere has been much 
disagreement. The greater number of the manuscripts favor the singulars 
Thy Holy One. Pusey has listed these flfanuscriptsa •De Rossi co'bts 158 MSS. 
of Kennicott and 183 collated by himself, in all 271 MSS., which read 
11Thy Holy One"; and 40 editions, some of the 15th, most of the 16th century. 
All the old versions render so • " (Daniel the Prophet ,p.f~). This singular 
''Thy Holy One" cannot refer to David (Delit?ch), nor is the plural:'thy 
holy ones" meant here. "THy Holy One" refers to Christ, the Holy One of 
God,(J.uther,Stier,Stoeckhardt,et.al.) Luthera ,,Dein Heiliger ist on dieser 
Stelle 7 59 O, der durch die Gnade des Geist es g~heiligt ist, und Christ us 
rird iigentlich und ueberall in der Schrift 1 der Heilige Gotta/ genannt, wie 
auch,der Christ des Herrrl. Und es wird nicht leicht irgend ein Mensch ge-
fund•n, der im Singular ein Heiliger Gottes genannt werde, oder, dein Heiliger 
ausser Christo allein," (St . L.IV, 989). The whole matter as to the Messianic 
import of this Psalm is settled by Aets~2S.,31; 13,35-~7, where Peter and Paul 
distinctly state that this was a prophecy speaking of Christ. "For DaYid 
speaketh conc erning him (Christ)s I foresww the Lord always before my face, •• 
therefore did my heart rejoice,and my tongue was glad1 moreover also my flesh 
shall rest in hope, because thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt 
thou suffer thine Holy One to seep corruption." (Acts 2,25-27). C.M.zorn 
remarks v~ fit tingly: ,,Viele Theologen sagen, Dafl.d rede in diesem Psalm von 
sich s elbst. Der Hei lige Geist s~gt, l!>a.vid rede in diesem Psalm von Christo." 
(Die Psalmen~. 
But what connection has this Psalm with the topic under eonside~ion1 
It has a very clos e connection because "the 16th Psalm speaks yet more dis-
tinctly of the body, since it is a prophecy of the resurrection of the unde-
cayed body of Jesus," ( E.B.Pusey, Daniel the 1'9ophet,P.4ll) Inv. 9 we reads 
"My flesh al so shall r est in hope, n Ip .J t J-9 o/' .~ ~ ! ~ j -4 ~ . Luther explains 
this phrase ; ,,das hebraeische Verbum ,wird liegen' ist dasselbe, was im ver-
hergehenden Psalm (15,1) gesetz ists,Er wird ru-en1 oder,er wird wohnen' auf 
deinem heiligen Berge. Deshalb uebersetzt Hi•ronymus hiers 1Mein Fleisch wird 
sicher wohnen~ d.h. wiewohl es begjaben weden wird, ebenso rle das der anderen 
Mens chen, so wied es doch Rube und Frieden haben, denn es wird nicht b9ruehrt 
werd~n von irgend einer Faeulnis ~er Wuermern. Diesen Frieden und diese Rube 
hat kein anderes Fleisch." (st. L. IV 988). 
V.10: "For thou wilt not leave my soul in hell; neither wilt thou 
suffer thine Holy One to see corruption." To leave the soul to hell means 
d..otdlJ, • 
as much as to abandon the soul to J;•lldu power. ,,2 7 ,r p bezeichnet hier, wie 
sonst an den meisten Stellen, den Hades, das infernum, daa Totenreicb, den 
Ort und Zuetand der abge schiedenen Seelen," (G.Stoec■hardt,Ausgewaehlte Pa.). 
"Thine Holy One" is, as we have explained, the .Q)lly One or God, Christ Je\a. 
The boJdy of Christ was to rest securely in the grave, it would not see corrJlp-
tion, 1)[1¥(. The word T)gi signifies corrupt i on, putridity. Several modern cont-
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mentators translate "pit", uGrube", or,.Grab". Hengstenbergs .,Hier kann an 
die Bedeutung ,Verwesung• um so weniger gedacht werdern da s serade unser 
T)!J.f T)i ~, anderwaert s , Ps.49,10, enreislich in der Bedeutungs die Grube 
schauen, fuer sterben vorkommt." (Cormn. ueber die Psalmen, erster Band). 
Gesenius, B. Davidson, Winer,and Luther take it as Venresung, corruption. 
LXX translates 1 " o,:, Ji J f J. LL5 
Vulgates "•ec dabis sanctum tutQj videre corruptionem." The N.T. explanations 
of this pi,ophecy, Acts 2, 25-31; 13 ,35-37 likewise translates l~u,,jt,,[jj"/',:,. 
V. 11 i "Thou wilt shww me the path of life; in thy presence ie fulness 
of joy; at thy right hand there are pleasures for wvermore." Luther sums this 
verse up succinctly: ,,Er beschreibt aber die Herrlichkeit der Auferstehang in 
drei Stueckens dem unsterblichen Leben, der innerlichen Freude, und dem ewigen 
lieblichen Wesen." ( st. L. IV. 992). 
I n thi s passage we/ have I therefore,. a clear prophecy of the b~ily 
resurrect i on and bl es s ed hereafter of the Holy One of Ierealj. Thi,- the O.T. 
believers/ could well apply to their own resurrection and future happiness, for 
they, liie Abraham and all the patriarchs "die,/ in faith, not having received 
the promises, but haYihg seen them afar off, and were persuaded of them, and 
embra ced them, and confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth:; 
Heb. 11,13. And it should also be remembered that Christ's resurrection is the 
pledge and seal of our resurrect iob, John 11,25.261 E.B.Pusey therefore says 
very correctlys "What was fulfilled in Christ redounds to us, for, for our sake, 
it was fulfilled in Him. The Psalm relates to the Psalmist and to us, reflected 
back from Christ. What was accomplished perf ectly in Kim the Head, overnow■ to 
us the members; His resurrection was the source and the pledge of ours. So we 
believe, that God will not abandon our souls to hell. But Dt-rld knew and ia-
pressed the more the belief in the resurrection, in that he set Him before his 
people, over Whom death had no power, and joyed in His joy, which He has made 
oure." (Daniel the Prophet.P.412). 
m In Psalm 17,15 we have another remarkable st atement which has a direct 
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bearing on our topics "As for me, I will behold thy race in righteousness, 
I shall be satisfied, when I awake, with thy likeness." The signiti,cance or 
this verse hinges on the term ~ ~ P,Q-7-, the Hiphil inrinitin of , ·1f, whej.h 
,, 
means,~to awake f~om sleep, death; to awake, rise. What is meant~ "in the 
awakening" in this verse? Some explain it as the awakening after a night's 
sleep (Hengstenberg, Hu pfeld, E.'wnld). Thus Hengstenberg1 ~Unser Psalm (ent-
haelt) ein Abendgebet dea Saengers, oder von ihm zum Abendgebet der Glaeubigen 
bestimmt wurde. In der Stille der Nacht klagt der Gerechte auf dem Lager dem 
Herrn s eine Noth und erhaelt von ihm inneren Trost und die Versicherung Jj~ 
seines Beistandes. Berubi~t schlaeft er nun ein, gewisa, dass der Herr ihm 
beim Enrachen die versprochene Huelfe gewaehren werde." (Comm.ueber die P~. 
The context, however, shows clearly that something else is meant here. The 
entire Psalm is pa prayer to God for deliverance from his enjemies. In v.14 
David says that his enemies have "their portion in this life; •• they are full 
of childr en, a nd leave the rest of J);teir substance to their babes." His en-
emies glory in the.D- earthly possessions and in their children to whom they 
will leave their wealth, but he, David, looks beyond these things to the future 
life. They have their satisfaction in this life,lJ'~D;J; he will have his in 
the next life when the Awakefning will come, !{'f.{l../ • The term "in the a,rallen-
ingJ can therefore refer only to the Great Awakening of the dead on the last 
day. Deli tzsch, after rejection7all other explan~ions, aayss "The only remain-
ing explanation, therefore,•• the w4,king up from the sleep of death." But to 
be consistant with his t~ory of the late revelation of this doctrine or res-
urrection, he continues, "The fact that all who are now in their graves shall 
one day hear the voice of Him that wakes the dead, as it is taught in the age 
after the exile(~. 12,1), was surely hot known to David, for it was bot 
yet . revealed to him. But why may not l.btis truth or revelation, twwards which 
prophe<:J advances ~th such giant strides (Isa.26,19; Ezek. 37,1-14), be al-
ready heard even in the Psalms of David as a bold demandof faith and as a hope 
that has struggled forth to freedom out of the comfortless comception or Sheol 
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poeseesed in that age, Just as it ie heard a tew decades later in the •ster-
work of a contemporary of Solomon, the Boot of Job?" (Bibl. Com. on the P••>• 
We cannot agree with Delitzsch that the resurrectio.efor the body ~,-j'1,J/ 
"was surely not known to David." He himself admits here that ys }! E-lrefers 
to the awaketning from death. These words of David are a plain confession of 
fait h ba s ed upon a ctual knowledge of this teachin&• 
The remaining statements of this passage express De.vid' s expectations 
as regards the life aft er his r esurrection. He will "behold thy face in right-
eousness ." This stat ement reminds us of what God told Moses, Ex.35.20: "Thou 
canst not s ee my f a ce; for t here shall no man see me, and l i ve," and v. 231 
''Uy fa ce shall not be seen." God revealed Himsel f more clearly to Moses than 
to any one els e, Num.12,8, and yet God did not show him Ilia conntenance. It 
is a law of mortal i ty that no one can see God face to face and live. But when 
this body ha s put on immortality, after the resurrection, then we shall behold 
God face to f a ce. David cont i nues 1 "I shall be satisfied •.• with thy likeness." 
In Num.12,8 God says a "With him (Moses) will I speak mouth to mouth, and not 
in d~k speeches ; and the similitude of the Lord Oji}/ J)l.P,~-7 shall he be-
hold." In our passage we have ';J!J/!jfJ, ''thy likeness." '',7!.•7~fJcorresponds 
to rT/.,s John 5,37 or µy'lt Phil.2,6." (E.B-Pusey, Daniel the PDephet, p.411). 
Just what this l i keness, form, shape, or similitude of God is we will, ot 
course, not know until we ourselves shall be satisfied with His likeness. 
David's confession in the 15th verse of this Psalm is therefore another 
remar kable bit of evidence fir the belief in the resurrection or the body in 
the O.T. He confesses the hope that he shall be awakened, that he shall behold 
God face to face, and that he shall be perfectly satisfied with God's likeness. 
Luther gives his impression of this passage in these worda1 ~Gar echoen hat er 
ein Wort der Auferstehung gesetzt, wenn ich enrache, naemlich von dem Schlaf 
des Todes, damit er uaa lehre, dass unsere Saettigung nicht in diesem, sondern 
im 1ukuenftigen Leb;n sei." (st.L.IV.1037). 
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0ur nwxt passage is taken from Ps. 49, verse■ 14 and 15, "Like 
sheep they are laid in the grave; death shall feed on them, and the upJight 
shall have dominion over them in the morning; and their bea)'ty shall con-
sume in the grave from their dwelling. But God will redeem my soul from the 
power of the grave; for he shall receive me." The subject of thi■ P■alm i• the 
lot of the wotldling and of the righteous in the ru"Fufe 1/ire. He condemns 
those "that trust in their wealth, and boast themselves in the multitude 
of their riches," v. 6. "Their inward thought is, that th4.er houses shall con-
tinue for ever, and their dwelling-places to all generations,• v.11. But auch 
an attitude toward life is folly, v. 13, no better than that or the beasta, 
v.12. This thought is continued in v.14. The foolish rich are laid into the 
grave like sheep. Death shall be their shepherd. The r5./hteous, however, have 
the Lord as their Shipherd, Ps.23,1. The/ foolish rich may have had dominion 
over the righteous on this earth, but "in the morning" the ri/hteous shall 
tr~ph, while the wicked shall be consujed in the grave. 
The thought which is im~tant for our discussion is contained inf, 
the phrase: "in the morninB," l)?..3 f. It will not do to take this as meaning 
the morning after the night of a?Iliction, as some have taken it. According 
to the context there is a contrast between the lot of the foolish rich here 
upon earth and their condition in the hereafter. The "morning" can mean only 
the morning of the last day, when all the world shall be awakened f9om the sle~ 
of death. Thus Delit zsch: "The meanijg of 7 f.i tis limited if it be understood 
only of the morning which dwwns upon the righteous one ,rter the night of a?nict-
ion. What is, in fact, meant is a morning which not merely for individuals, but 
for all the upright, will be the end of oppression and the dawn of dominions the 
ungodly are deatro~ed, and they (the upright) now triumph above their graYes. 
In these words is expressed, in the manner of the O.T., the end of all time.• 
(Bibl.Com.on the Pa.). This morning is, therefore, the glorioua Resurrection 
Morn, in which the "saints shall judge the wol'ld," l Cor.6,2. 
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Now let us look also at v.15 in which the Psalmist applies this trath 
to hia own p•rsonal cases "God will redeem my soul from the poJ.er or the grave, 
for he shall receive me." Hengstenberg robs this statement or all eschatolog-
ical significance ?JY' saying that it refers only to a deliverance from taporal 
calamity. He says s 11 Nach dem Zusanunenhang ~nn die Erloesung der /J Seale des 
Gerechtelaus der Hoelle nur die Errettung aus drf~ender Lebensgetdr bezeich-
nen ••• " ( Comm. ueber die Pa.). That militates against the previous verse in which 
the Psalmi st spoke of the final Morning. The meaning of this statement becomes 
evident when we look at the next phrase 1 "for he shall receive me," 1) D j? ! '~. 
This ~hras e contains an evedent reference to Gen.5,24 where we are told con-
cerning Enochs "God toot him," n>1.1f~ iJ;.,\ TTf f- 1~. The same phrase is found in 
Ps. 731J124: "and afterward receive me to glory,"\1Q)11:)7i.1;? 1\J"Ji.J• n'C./ia a 
favorite express ion for the conception of being received, or taken, into the 
fut•~e life. Delitzsch, after mentioning the parallels Gen.5,24; Ps.73,24, 
says s "The removals of Enoch and Elijah were, as it were, fingerprints which 
pointed forward beyond the cheerless idea they poesessed of the way of all men, 
into the depth of Hades. Glancing at these, the poet, who here speaks in the 
name of all upright sufferers, gives expression to the hope that God will 
wrest him out of the power of Sheol and take him to Himself." (Bill. Comm. 
on the Ps.). But, consistent with Ilia idea of the later revelation of this 
teaching of resurrection, Delitzsch continuesa "It is a hope that possesses 
no direct word of God upon which it couid rest; it is not until later that 
it received the support of divine promise, and is for the present only a bold 
flight of faith ••• This dimness that is ohly tradually lighted up, which lies 
over the last things in the o.T., is the result of a divine plan or education, 
in accordance with which the hope of eternal life was gradually to ma'\ure,and 
to be born as it were out of the wrestling faith itself." (Bibi. Com. on the Ps.) 
Again we must say that the belief in a futurG life and the hope or resurrection 
existed from the very ~•ginning as an indispensable concomitant of the Goepel-
promises of the coming Messiah. 
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Sunnning up our conclusions from these Terses we find that DaTid ex-
presses his hope in the coming resurrection morn; his faith that he himself 
will be delivered from the grave; his belief that he rill be taken to God. 
Certaihly a noteworthy contribution to the testimonies for the resurrect-
ion of the body in the o. T. 
In Ps.68,20 David gives us another indication of his belief in a final 
deliverance from death. We are toldJ "He that is our God is the God of Salvat-
ion; and unto God the Lord belong the issues from death." The important word 
here is nLJ,jiR, which means deliverances, escapings, or issues, as the A.V9 
has it. Delitzsch says, 7l i>. ~ ll,, the paralle~ word to'Jlij~•;,f, signifies., 
and it is the most natural meaning, the escapings; ~l~ evadere, as in I Sam.14,411 
II Kings 13,5; Eccl.,6,4 7Jf." (Bibl. Com. on the Ps.). It is used here in a 
general signi ficance, as is sh°wn already be the plural. Therefore some have 
taken 7) f.,  i ]fJ as referring also to deliverances from temporal dangers, ex-
itus e pericul o , and this may well be included here. But its very genera lity 
includes also the deliverance from the grasp of death. And when one takes into 
consideration the context which calls God the "God of our salvation", v.19, then 
it becomes evident that the Psalmist also had the eschatological deliverance 
from death in mind. Moat of the exegetes admit and speak for this possibility. 
Delitzsch: "In Jabve's power are means of deliverance for death, i.e. even for 
thos e who a re alrea dy abandoned to death." ( Bibl. Com. on the Pa.). Hengsten-
berg: ,,Gott ist ein Go-Gt der Rettungen, und Jehovah, der Herr hat vom Toda 
Ausgaenge. Yorn Tode: dam drohenden und b'ereits einget retenen." ( Comm. ueber 
die Ps. ) . CiB,Moll callsf)ii '1/-R ein so umfassender Ausdruck, der ebensogut 
die Ausgaenge aus dem Toda zum Ewigen Leben, als die gegen den Ted, aus Tod-
esnot in Lebensgefaht- bezeich,enen kann." (1,ange, Bibelwerk). This passage 
is, therepfoee another witness to the Psalmist's belief in a deliverance from 
the power of death. 
Ps. 73,24 gives us an espression of faith p/ in the future lit--e sim-
ilar to that voiced in Ps.49 ,15. We read i "Thou shalt guide me with thy 
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counsels, and a ft erwarrt receive me to glory." The )!l.~.J me11nss afterwards, 
nachher, spa.et er noch. In the previous verse the Psdlmist had stated that the 
Lord was continually with him./ He was always in close communion with his God, 
so that the Lor d , a s it were, led him through life by the right hand, as a 
father leads his child . This happy relationship was to continue also in the 
future : "'l'hou shalt guide me wit h thy co'nsel," 24a. 111. J in the Hiphil means 
to lead , conduct , guide. He had t he firm hope that God would be his Good 
Shepherd t hroughout lif e. But not only for ~is p/ life would this blessed 
relationship hold good. In 24b the Psalmist expresses his confidences "APJ'l 
aften-.a r d r eceive me to gl ory." "In )!!JS the poet comp•ehends in one summary 
view what he l ooks for as tne goal of th4pres errt divine guidance. The future 
is dark to him but lighted up by the one hope that the end of his earfiy ex-
i stence will be a glor i ous salution of the ri4dla." ( nelitzsch, Bibl. Com. on 
the Psal ter) . And what does the Psalmist expect when his "afterwards" has 
arrived? He hopes t hat God will receive him into glory. 7 ! (} )PJJ is here used 
i n that same eschato l ogical s ense as in Ps.49,15~based upon Gen.5,241 where we 
ar 5 told of the righteous Enoch t hat he walked with God and "God took him". 
So the Psalmist likewise expresses the hope that God will take, receive him. 
The next word :7i..2;> mea ns honor, glory. Luther translates, ..,und nimmst 
mich endlich mit Ehren an." Delit zch likewise prefers to take it as accu-
sative of manner. But since the Psalmist is looking forward to be taken by 
God from thi s earth to a better and far more glorious realm, it seems better 
t o trans l atel~~as the accusative of the goals "to glory" (Hupfeld, 
Moll, A.v.). 
We ~have in this passage a remarkab~ expression of the Psalmist' e faith 
"I 
in a bless ed future existence, an existence whcih was to be a glorious con-
tinuation of his personal relationship with God here on earth. The continuance 
of this r elationship in the future world presupposes the resurrect ion of the 
body. J ust as God ''took .. Enoch bodily from death to heaven, so the Psalmist 
expected to be raised from the dead and received into glory. Delit1ech remarke1 
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"Here, as elsewhere, it is faith whuh breaks through not only the darkness of 
this present life but also the night of Hades." But he continues: "At that 
time the r e wa s a s yet no divine utterance concerning an heavenly triumph of 
the church, mili tant in t he present jp jji/J world, but to faith the Jahve-Name 
had already a transparent depth which penetrated beyond Hades into an etean-
al life ~ ( Bibl. r.om. on the Ps. ) . 
This concludes our brief survey of the poetical books. We now proceed 
to t..he prophetical book s and-therewith we come to such remarkably plain express-
ions concerning the /fa/;f-,5.~/ resurrect ion of the dead that a:r:!;(a the most 
cri tical have tried to explain them away. 
\'!e t urn t o t he Prophet Isaiah for the first passage. In Chapter 25, 7 .a. 
we read: "And he will destroy in this mountain the face of the covering cast 
over all t he people, and the vail that is spread over all nations. He will 
swallow up deat h in victory; and the Lord God will wipe away teare from off 
all f aces." ./ .f-7--7: This verb, which is used also in v.8, means~ swallow, 
ccinsume, destroy.. ,,Dieses J •!_).-7 scheint bier und v.8 den Sinn zu habe#{ dass 
das Objekt desselben nicht bloss einfach ala weggenommin, -- denn dann koennte 
es ja iegendwo ander s hingelegt worden sein,--sondern als gar nicht mehr 
vorhanden zu denken sei. Dass der Tod in diesem Sinne verschlungen warden 
soll, sagt Paulus I Kor.15,26.54." (C.Naegelsbach, Der Proph. Jes., Lange-
Bibelv,er k). The tl J lJ l IJ.__J-, here and in v. 6 and in v.10 evidently refers 
back to the /j-~ ~ l !J..f of chap.24,23. V!e are told that in Mount Zion, 
the N.T. church, God will swallow up or destroy the face of the covering cast 
over all people /J fj-../ ~l - - / ;)- - f i LO; ,t O lP j :t !) - 'J fJ and the vail 
l1 :'.> 1· ,.., I] -t,i -J..y n ) =, a :1 iJ n ) oJ ,g n 1 that is spread over all the nations . " ~ (_ ~ : r · · - : • 
These words IP if I}, veil, covering, and /) ¥ ef! P J} convering, have caused some 
difficulty. In themselves they are clear, but what is meant b:-y the veil and 
the covering cast over all people and over all nations? The favorite explan-
ation is that this veil or covering signilies spiritual blindness, geistliche 
Blindheit (Delitzsch et. al.). To support this view an appeal is made to II Cor. 
3,14, where ro XJ~u.,.,,.p.e is undoubtedly spiritual blindness and hardness of 
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heart. 8ut here this interpretation seems untenable becuase of the context. 
We are told that JIJ;isYi-i,Jis cast .11 :5,!)j Q--1/; --/j and that this cover-
ing 1~ ~ ~ -1JD is spread D. .i 7 ~ ft -1g -if. It is true that all people 
and especially all he~then nations ll .' j ~ I] -f ~ ~ are by nature spiritually 
dead, but God does not remove this veil of spiritual blindness from •a11 "" 
people and from /. "all "" Gentile nations. lie does offer His word to all, but 
all do not accept it, and t hereofore "all" are not released from their veil of 
spiritual blindness. And besides, the verb here used, .Y /~,i• the same as the 
one used in v.8, where the prophet plainly speaks of the swallowing up of the 
power of death and the destruction of its grasp thgough the resurrection. We are 
therefore i nclined to the viev, that the "veil" and "6overing" of verse 7 are 
figurative t er ms for death. Then indeed, we can we say that all people and all 
nation s are included, for deat1spares no one and all be raised on the last day. 
Luther remar ks on this pas sage: ,,Er (Christus, wahrhaftiger Gott) rird auf dies-
em Berge das Huellen wegthun, damit alle Voelker verhuellet sind, und die 
Decke, damit a lle Heiden zugedeckt sind. Wann man die Todten begraebt, so ver-
huellt man s ie in ein Grabt uch; solch Huellen geht durch die ganze Welt, denn 
der Tod schont keines Menschen, sondern nimmt sie alle dahin." (st. L.VIII,1339}. 
In v. Sa the prophet says s "He will swallow up death in victory." Here 
the prophet brings to a cli max that thought which he had pictured in v.7. He 
says in exultant words that death shall be swallowed up, completely destroyed, 
so that not a vestige of its power remains. And this aboli tion of death shall 
be Used adverbially this word means for ever, or wholly, entirely. 
Ei t her meaning gives excellent sense here. Some have made much of the f a ct that 
Paul, in quoting this passage, I Cor.15,54, has for /J 1 J f 1 • ('LS 
;;, I 
The LXX has s f¥ Y t IC ?J • Little depends on this point, for the Apostles were 
not bound to quote verbatim. We quote Luther's liberal viewpoints #Das 1Joert-
lein Lanazach deuten sie mancherlei, aber es kommt dooh auf eine. Die Deutung 
ist man<terlei, a~er die Meinung ist einerlei. Ich ,rill's also bleiben lassen, 
wie st/ Paulus gedeut et- hat." (St. L VIII, 1339). 
And now,. having prophecied the nallowing;ip or death's power, the 
pDophet continuesi "And the Lord rill wipe away tears from oft all races,• Sb. 
Here the absolute happiness of the saints in heaven is pictured in concrete 
terms. The Apostle John quotes this passage in Rev. 7,17; 21,4 to show the 
happiness of heaven. 
11
Vfo Suande und Tod verschwunden sind, da kann es auch 
teine Schmach mehr geben, sondern nur noch Herrl i chkeit." (C.Naegelsbach, 
Der Prophet Jes., Lange Bibelwerk). 
In this pasaage we have, therefore, a remarkable prophecy of the HT. 
time when the day of resurrection dawns. All people of the world, all the hea-
then nations, believers and unbelievers, will be c~lled forth from the grave 
to receive the i r re,.,ard. "His people", Sc, ~11 inherit heaven where all 
tears will be wiped away from their faces. Certainly we have in this passage 
a remarkable witness to the doctrine of the resurrection in the O.T. ~•II• 
.P••¥ reroarks---0f-t-ms~ paesage: "~\ oesms no 1 easone.eio reem toz dcaeit th.-t 
we-ha-v,e-he,re ope of the rood ~atboH:c passagee iR :lho e1tU,Pe OTa, a1ul 811& of 
the teml-er~sLp~s&niat ions of Ye.has:>.,• ('Phe iool 0£ Ji1,u1.iae; !Ce.)-, 
In the very next chapter of Isaiah, 26,19, we have another clear ex-
pression concerning the resurrection of the body. We are tolds "Thy dead 
men shall live, together with my dead body shall they arise. Awake and sing, 
ye that){ dwell in dust; for ·thy dew is as tho dew of herbs, and the earth shall 
cast out the dead." 1 l () ;J ,7~ /1 ~ , "thy dead shall live." Accorlling to the 
context, "thy dead" refers to Jehovah's dead, that is, those or Hie people 
who are dead. '[If .J.. 1 : SJ) /-l-1 is the singular, meanings my corpse, 
carca~. 
ively. 
But besides the singular significance, fl j-:?- ? is also used collect-
Gesenius lists the following passages for I.hie uses P~m/ Deut.28,26; 
Isa, 5,25; 26,19; Jer.7,33; 9,21; 16,4; 19,7; 34,20; Ps.79,2. Hore it is 
best to take it in the collective sonsei my corpses, that is, the corpees or 
my people. That agrees 
The next phrase s 
aieo with the plural verb, 7 ·7 ~ ·7)7 f , they shall rise. 
>}? iJ -) ) f 1 ! 1 j J /? ~7 means simply 1 "Awake, and 
rejoioe,l!wellers of the duet, or earth!" 
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I The next words are more difticults 
thy dew is as the dew of herbs." The n1 ;){ may b.e the plural of 171- :J~, 
lights, or the plural of fl') >Ii.. , herbs. Those ,rho favor the former mean-
ing explain the connection this way, "Instead or dew upon herb•, as in 
IJ/Kings 4,39, we take 1)°) iJ..from 11).il\, Pa. 139,12, in the sense or o-s ~1] I] )j'};. 
The plural intimates that hhere is an entire fuJanese of the lights of life ln 
God {James 1,17). Out of these is born the soft dew which restores lite to 
the bones that bave been scattered life seed (Ps.141,7). Considering the 
unique connect ion in which ) i.Jf , 'f w 5 , and f] !> ~ fJ , f- "P? , stand through-
out Scripture, the rendering is sufficiently justified." {F. Delit1sch, 
Bibl. Com. on the Prophet Isaiah~. This last thought is indeed Scriptural 
but it seems f ar more natural to connect dew with the concept¢ hebbs than with 
with the idea of lights. Therelore, for the sake or the picture, the render-
ing of the A. V. is best. Thus also M.Drechsler, ",,Thau der Kraeuter -- so 
wie nach jetziger Weltordnung durch Thau, den der Herr fallen laesst, das iPft 
duerre Erdreich befruchtet wird, dass es Graeser hervortreibt und sich mit 
Gruen bekleidet, so wird alsdann eine verborgen wirkende Kraft vom Herrn aus-
gehen und die Erda erregen, dass sie die Leiber der Verato•benen nicht laeng-
er zurueckbehaftlte, sondern von sich gaebe." {Der Prophet Jesaias). 
The last phrase reads I t"'q El JJ' ~ ~) ) .] ~ 1 • The earth shall cast, 
bear, bring forth the dead. ,,Die Erde ••• ist ala ein grosser Mutterleib 
gedacht, der zu seiner Zeit auf des Herrn Wort von sich gibt, was bisher in ihal 
dem Erwachen entgegenschlummert." (M. Drechsler, Der fropbet Jesaias). It 
should be noted that in this latter phrase we are told that <ll:te earth shall 
bring forth the dead, that is, all the dead, whereas in the previous phrases 
the resurrection of Jehovah's dead, His people, was spoken of. 
This passage is therefore another weighty piece or testimony tor the 
resurrectioh. The prophet foretells the bodily resurrection or God's children 
and of all the dead who are in the earth. He does that in plain, unmistakabll 
words; and tbereQ.!:re we must differ from an opinion such as that expreeeed by 
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A. Knobel, fDie ganze Stelle ist mehr inniger Wunsch, ala feste Botfnung; 
doch liegt in ihr bereite die daemmernde Ahnung dereinstiger Auferst!~ung, 
welche Ez.37 deutlicher hervortritt, Dan.12,2 als bestimmte Enrarlung 
vorkommt und im N.T. als Digma g,1'.elehrt wird." (Der Prophet Jesaia)~ . Thie 
passage is far more th/ a 
11 
daemmernde Ahnung". It is a clear prophecy of the 
boiily resurrectioj of the dead. 
Next we will take up the Prophet Hosea. In chap. 6,2 we are tolds 
"After two days will he revive us; in the third day he will raise us up, and 
we shall live in his sight. " The peculiar expressions iJ 7 ·5 ~ ll ! J ~, './':~ ()f 
j)Jf,: '1ti'ffil]mea ns literally: He will revive us after two ~ays1 on the third 
he will r a ise us up. Generally this is explained as being a proverbial ,ray 
ol expressing a short period of time. Wm. R. Harpers "The thought is, he 
will deliver us in a short time." (Amos and Hoaea,I.c.~.). Nzwei und drei 
Tage sind kurze Zeitfristen, und die Verbindung aweier auf einander folgender 
Zahlen drueckt die Gewissheit des in~ dieser Zeitfrist Geschehenden aus •• " 
(C.F.ieil, Bib. Com. ueber die zwoelf kl. Propheten). C. von Orellis ~in 
kuerzester Frist." (Das ~uch Ez. und die zwoelf kl. Proph.). tiut this peculiar 
expression can hardly be taken in that sense. We do indeed use the phrases 
"after two or three days", to express a short period or time, but here we have 
very plainly: "aft er two days, on ,or in the third day. " E. Sellin remark■ s 
"Die zwei Tage und der dritte Tag erklaeren sieh dann nicht etwa ala eprich-
woertlichfAusdrucksweise fuer eine jurze Zeit, wi■ man gewoehnlieh unter Hi~ 
wiis auf Amos l,3ff; 4,8; II Koen.9,32; Jes. 17,6, Prov. 30,15 annimmt, denn 
es heisst hier nichts nach 2, 3 Tagen sondern im Parallelismusa nach swei 
Tagen, am dritten Tage." (Das zwoelfprophetenbuch). 
Besides this fact that the phrase in itself is not used to ei1tpress a 
short durauion of t~there is also the fact that subsequent history knows 
or no restoration or revivification of Israel or Judah. E.B.Pusey says s "IN 
shadow, the prophecy was n,ever fulfilled to Israel at all. The ten tribes 
were never restored; they never, as a whole, received ony favor from God, after 
-. 
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He gave them up to captivity. And unto the two tribes, (of whom, apart trom 
the ten, no mention is made here) what a mere shadow was the re.-toratio~ f~o~ 
Babylon, 
whereby 
that it should be spoken of a s the &ift of life, or of resurrection, 
~ 14 ;.,, ,., ~-,.,o > »e--A 
we shoul d li,re before Hiljl!" (Baniei the P10-pfr~,IJi,f.),~). 
We are, therefore, conat"ained to follow the explanation of the church 
fathers a nd of Luther, who s ee in this remarkable passage a prophecy of the 
resurrection of Christ. E.B•Pusey, after giving his own opinion,lista the J 
church fathers who a re of the same opinions "The strictest explanation is the 
truest. The t wo days a nd the third day have nothing in history to correspond 
with them except that in which they were fulfilled, when Christ, rising on 
the third day from the grave, rais ed with him the whole himan race (Jerome). 
So also: Tertullia n, adv. Jud. c. 13; Origen, Hom. 5 in Esod.; \fyprian, Test.II 
25; Cyr. Jar. Cat. XIV, 14 ; Greg. Nyss., de cogn. Bei; Augustine, de Civ. D. 
XVIII, 28; Ruf., de exp. Symb.; Cyr. Al., ins. Joh. L.II; Greg., in Ezek. 
Hom. 20. " ( E. B. Pusey, The Minor Prophets). Luther expresses himself this ways 
,,Ri cht iger sieht man diese st ell• an nach dam, daft Paul~s ruehmt, I C~r.15,4, 
dass Chr istus am,ii dritten Tage auferstehen werde." (st. L. VI, 1050). Paul 
says in I Cor. 15,4 s "that he 6Christ) was buried, and that he rose again the 
third day a ccording to the Scriptures." 1'his passage, Hos.6,2, is the only 
Scripture of the O.T. which specifically mentio~ the third day; so Paul could~ 
~ ..J.-~~/4.,.__. ~ . 
r ~CGiiW<>«r-dl....:. ~ . 
well ha ve been referring to our particular passage/ Of course, t'llose to whom 
Hosea spoke could not at that time understand that this referred to the res-
urrection day of Christ. Nevertheless/ lthe life of which the prophet spoke, 
could only be life from death, whether of the body or the soul or both. For 
God is said to give life only in contrast with such death. Whence the Jews too 
have ever looked and do look, that this should be filfilled in the Christ, 
though they know not that it has been fulf\lled in Him. They too explain ita 
He will quicken us in the days of consolation which shall come; in the day of 
the quickening of the dead; He will raise uJ up, and we shall live before Himr 
Targums." ( The Minor Prophets, E.B.Pusey). 
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Hosea gives us another passage which is important tor our present con-
sideration. In 13,14 we reads "I will ransom them from the power or the graYeJ 
I will redeem them from death; O death, I will be thy plaguesJ O grave, I 
will be thy destruction, repentance shall be hid from mine eyes. " 
Many have taken the first two sentences of tht's verse as biing questions 1 
,Sollt' ich sie aus der Macht der Unterwelt bef.eien, vom Toda sie erloesen?" 
(E.Sellin, Das Zwoelfprophetenbuch). ,.Von der Hand der Sheol sollt! ich sie 
befreien, vom Tode sie loskaufen?" (D.W-Nowack, Die Kl. P8opheten). And since 
they t ake these two sentences as questions they must consistently take the 
next twos "0 death, I will be thy plagues; O grave, I will be thy destruction", 
as God's call to the forces of de~th and hell to come and consume the people. 
E.Sellin translatess~Herbei mit deinen Pesten,Tod! Herbel mit deinen Seuchen, 
Unterwelt ! " ( Das Zwoelfprophetenbuch). They feel oonstrained to t){ake this 
• verse as a threat because of what preceqs and follows. wm. R. Harper sayss 
"Verses 12.13 seem to announce punishment; verses 15. 16 certainly have this 
meaning; verset 14 itself contains the statementJ, Repentance is hid from 
my eyes. How now can 14a be taken in any other way than as a threat?" (.AJDos 
and Hosea, r.c.c.). If this verse is taken as a threat, as these co11111entators 
believe, then the meaning of this verse would bes ~Jahwe wird sie nioht erretten; · 
vielmehr fordert er Sheol und Tod auf, ihre Waffen aur .Anwendung au bringen, 
weil Reue vor seinen Auten verborgen ist; was er anged•oht, muss er voll aieh-
en." (D.W.NQwack, Die ~l. Prophetea). 
But, looking more closely at the text, we shall see that the prophet 
here gives us the glorious promise of victory over death and hell, or deli•-
erance and ransom from the grave. ? j J'.. y} 7 -J ;J I the hand of Sheol 
is here used to designate the grasp, or the power, or the gra•e. From this 
power the Lord will redeem them, 1J l "? s~ • 17 7 if' m•ana to redeem, ransom, 
set free (by payment of a price). 1) f ~ ~ {) f(? JJ a this phrase continues the 
same thought I the Lord will redeem., buy them back. The use of thee two •er1'a 
is significant. E.B•Puse)' says s "The word rendered ransom ( 111 ~ I aigni-
fies s rescued them by the payment of a price; the word rendered redeem ( }~ ~), 
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relates to one, who, as the nearest of kin, had the right to acquire anything 
as his own, by paying that price. 8oth words, in their exactest sense, describe 
what Jesus die, buying us with a price, a full and dear price, not of corrup-
. . . 
tible things, as of silver and gold, but with His precious blood, I Pet.1,18.191 
and that, becoming our near kinsman, by His Incarnation, for w~ich cause He _is 
not ashamed to call us brethren, Heb.2,11, and little children, John 13,33 •• " 
(The Uipnor Prophets). 
The next words ares T) ,? J 7'> 1-J.. 7 > 1,7 f • The Sf) f.. may be the apoc-
opated form of 17 l t) .f.- and would then means I would be thy plagues, 0 death. . : . 
But the l person singular is rarely apocopated, And, if it were the verb here, 
we would ha ve to translate: I would be thy plagues, "which would not agree 
with the absolute declaration just before: I will ransom, I will redeem." 
(E.B.Pusey , The Minor Prophets). Therefore it is best to take ~ 11 .X as equi .,_ 
• ••• I 
alent to l~:~}.5., meaming: where? (Keil, Pusey, Harper). The translai.on would 
then bes "Where are thy plagues, O death?/ Where thy destruction/, 0 grase?" 
The v,ords rJ ~ ).J l and "r/ ~ I/ V need explanation. /~ 1. means s J'lague, 
pestilence. .1 /f j, means slestruction, and also . contagion, pestilence. The 
two words are employod together also in Ps.j 91,6. The translation here would 
then be : "Where are thy plagues, O death? Where is thy Destruction, 0 grave?" 
This ft is a cry of tri~ph, resulting from the promise of God to redeem and 
ransom His children from the grave. st. Paul, in I Cor. 15,55 renders these 
words freely, "0 death, where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?" 
The last phrase of this verse: .s J > :I J ') fJ ~ ~ D q J puts an em-
phatic climax of assurance to what has been promised. U 11 j here means repent-
an•e. Tha idea is that God will not alter His promise or change His mind. What 
He has promised, namely that He rill redeem and ransom from the power or death 
and the grave will be fulfilled to the letter. 
In this verse we have the clear teaching that God will ransom and re-
deem His children from the power of •eath and the grave. This is one or th/ pi'dn-
est expressions of the O.T. on the subject of the r9surrection. "Ye conclude with 
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Hofmann's remark: ,,Und aus stellen dieser Art sollte man nicht au! das Vo~-
bandensein der Hoffnung einer Todtenaurerstheung schliessen duerfen oder Yill-
mehr muessen?" ( Der Schrii'tbeweis, Zweite Haelf'te, S. 507) • 
In the Prophet Ezekiel we come to that remarkable chapter 37, the first 
part of which likewtise has some bearing on the o.T. doctrine or the resurrect-
ion. This part of the chapter, extending from v.1-14, may be divided into 
two sections: 1-10 the vision of the resurrection of the dry bones; and 11-14 
the explanation of this vision. 
The first section, 1-10, offers no particular linguisti<t1ifficulties. 
The prophet is carried away by the Spirit of the Lord and is placeJin the midst 
of a va lley, the floor of which was covered with dry bones, the remnants or un-
buried corpses. The Lord addresses the question to the prophet: "Son or man, 
can these bones live?" And the peophet answered tightly s "0 Lord God, thou 
knowest." ( v. 3). The Lord then commanded the prophet to prophesy over the 
dry bones and while he was doihg that a great shaking and rattling aoise arose 
and the bones began to come together. Gradually they were covered with flesh 
and skin and sinjews, so that they again became corpses. Yet there was no life 
in them, and therefore the Lord next told the prophet to call outs "Come from 
. (0 .1) 
the four winds , 0 breath, and breathe upon these slain, that 1.!:!j;ey may live." (V .Q) 
Upon doing that the breath of life entered the rehabilitated corpses and "they 
lived, ajJ1 stood up upon their feet, anfl exceeding great army." (10). 
In the next section, 11-14, we have the explanation or this vision, and 
here it is where the differences of opinion arise. These may be grouped under 
two general heads: 1) those who see in this vision (1-10) a direct pBophecy 
of the general resurrectlon at the end of time. The section 11~14 is than 
looked upon as an application of the truth of the vision to the fl ''whole house 
of Israel"; 2) those who take the vision ( 1-10) only as a type or picture of 
Israel's restoration. 
The first interpretation is favored by many of the church tathers, 
Calov;, and especially by IJ.iefoth. We cannot go into a detailed review of 
this explanation here. Keil sums up thiir explanations briefly: ~Dia von 
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Hieronymus ervraehnten Vertreter der Aneicht, daes in ff. 4-10 de generali 
resurrectione die Rede sei, haben die aue VV. 11-14 dieser Auffassung ent-
gegentretendenfl Schwterigkeiten (nach Hier.) so geloeet, dass sie die Wortea 
diese Gebe i.ne sind das ganze Haus Israel auf die resurrectio sanctorum be-
/ ? / 
ziehen und mi t der '!Jw/77 ~Yrri Jl..rt.j Apok. 20,5 combinieren, die zurueck-
fuehrung der auferweckten Israel s in sein Land aber nach Matth.5,5 von dam 
' -n,y /_,.,,,r verstehen." (Bibl. Com. uebtr d. Proph. Ezek.) 
We ca nnot, however, subscrit.e to this explanation that the general 
resurrection is direct ly prophesied in 1-10 and that in 11-14 this is then 
app~ied to t he resurrectio s anct orum. In v.9 we are distinctly told that the 
breat h of life wa s to be breathed s .D' ~ •1) l},..;1. , upo-n the slain. The res-
urrect ion &ere pictured is not general, but only of Israel's slain. ~rther-
more, in v.12 we are tolds "these bones are the whole houseof Iarael." No 
matt er how we/ take these words, whether as the actual, physical children of 
Israel, or as the s piritual Israel of the N.T. times, the fact remains that 
a general resurrection of all mankind ia not spoken of. And in the same 
~ 
vars~ we are told of these bones: "Behold, they say, ofur bones are dried, 
and our hopa.is lost; we are cut off for our parts.'' The "dry bones" are 
presented as speaking and complaining of their lot. All of these things in-
sec. ,., J 
cline us to the~ex;lanation, namely that the vision (l-10) is only a type 
or a Jicture of Israel's restoration. 
But concerning this explanation there have also been differences. There 
are t hose who t ake •~he whole house of Israel", v.11, as the physical, nation-
--al race of Isra el, and 1 2-14 are then explained as foretelli/g the national 
rest oration of the Jews and their final return "into the land of Israel",v.12. 
Thus A.C.Gaebelein: "These dry bones, disjointed and bleached, picture in the 
vision the national and spiritual condition of the whole house of Israel. There 
was no life in these bones and all is hopeless as far as they themselvea are 
concerned •••• The National resuscitation of the whole house of Isreal, the res-
toration to t heir own l and , and the accompaJa;ing spiritual revival t'though the 
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latter does not fully come into view here) is the meaning of the vision." 
(The Prophet Ezekiel, p.245). This explanation is impossible, because it 
imn-ies not only the restoration of Israel's national existence, but also the 
final and general conversion of the Jews, facts which are contrary to the teach-
ings of Script ur e . 
It seems best, therefore, to explaiin this section as referring to the 
restoration of Isra el in the ideal sense, that is, the gathering in of God's 
elect into the N. T. Church. P.E. Kretzmann, in connect i on with v.10 says, 
''The vis i on, therefore, evedently does not concern the resurrection of the dead 
in general, but only a r estoration of the Lord's people in the ideal sense. 
The Jews who ret urned from the four winds of the earth, in so far as they were 
belie/vars, again f(!:.omed the nucleus of the church of God, which later in-
cluded the bel iever s fro m all over the world." ( Popular Cormnentany). 
Although this passage does not speak directly of the resurrection of 
the dead, yet it is significant for our dis~ussion beawtse the picture of the 
resurrection is here used to povtray the spiritual restoration of Israel. 
~nri."S~-pi-et-ure wettl cl -ee a perfest ani e;ma.. J.M/f, The inference 
which we wish to draw from Ezekiel's use of the resurrection as a picture for 
the ideal Israel' s spiritual restoration is summed up ~ E.B.Pusey 1 "The great 
passa ge of EZekiel,--~ith its vivid and thrilling minuteness of description of 
the bones, exceeding many and exceeding dry, which, at God's word, come togeth-
er, bone to his bone, and were covered with sinews, flesh, skin, and the breath 
came into them, ••• implies the current belief of the resurrection of the nesh 
the more, because the application is figurative, and is made to strengthen a 
disheartened people. 'Never~ says st. Jerome, 'would the likeness or the res-
urrection be used, in order to signify the restoration of the people of Israel, 
unless the resurre4t ion itself stood Wm and was believed as to be; for no one 
confirms things uncerta in through things whioh are not~ 1A figure could not be 
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taken from the bones, unless the self5ame reality were to come to pass as to 
/ 
the bones too. Tertullian, def res. earn. c. 30.• 
The last prophetical passage to be treated is probably the moat im-
portant of all. In Dan.12, 2 We reads "And many of them that sleep in the 
dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame 
and everlasting contempt." Greo.t difficulty attaches to the very first words 
of this text: s J yj ·J, n 'J l '1 • At first glance i,Jt would seem that '9ie ,. .. . . - , 
meaning would bes Many of those who sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake. 
That, however, immediately leads to the difficulty that not all shall rise, 
only some of those who are in the graves will come forth. and this conception 
is againt the analogy of faith ini general and against the teaching of Christ in 
particular. Various explanations ha•e benn offered for this phrase. Keil and 
many others favor this idea: 1das JJS..;ZJ.ist ••. mit Ruecksicht auf die kleine 
Zahl der da nn noch Lebenden gebraucht und besagt wader die Allgemeinheit der 
Todtenauferstehung, noch will es dieselbe nuT auf tineJn Teil der Gestorbenen 
einschraenken, sondern nur zu der kleinen Zehl darer, welch den angekuendigten 
Ausgang der Dinge ~ im jleische e8---leben, die Menge der Tldten hinzufuegen, 
welche am Lose der alsdann noch Lebenden Tail haben werden." (F.Keil, Bibl. 
Com. ueber d. Proph. Daniel). 
It seams best, however, to take U' :J.} in the absolute sense, as equal 
to, the many, the multitude. The translation would then be: "And the multitude 
of the sleepers in the dust of the earth shall awaae." The argumen• for this 
rendering is summed up be P.E.Kretzmann in Concordia Theol. Monthly, Vol.IV, 
June 1933,No.6, p.4561 hDieser Auffassung gegenueber (Keil's), die etwas ge-
Z1JUngen erscheint, haben sich die meisten andern Ausleger (zoeckler, Meinhold, 
Auberlen, lliefoth, u.a.) fuer die Auslegung entschieden, die das 




dabeij sonderltgj.~ an stellen wie Matth. 20,28 ~ebe sein Leben zu einer Erlies-
ung fuer vi,tel~) und Matth.26,28~vergossen fuer viele zur Vergebung der Suende£). 
Calvin schreibt sehr bestimmts ,Multos hie ponit pro omnibus, ut certum est~ 
Meinhold 1 ..,.Viele, naemlich alle, welche schlafen! zoeckler-strong1 'It is 
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manifest that the final and general resurrection ia here intendeds 1) because 
the expression • the sleepers of the dust of the earttl is far too general in 
its character to admit of its being limited to the deceased IsrealitesJ !)be-
cause the mention of the eternal punishment of the wicked in the closing 
words of the verse would be incomprehensible and s/ve no purpose if they refer 
only to Israelites who are to be punished eternally! Die Fassung waere dem-
nach dieses Die Vielen, die Masse, die Me~e derer, die in der staubeserde, 
im Grabe liegen, warden aufwachen." 
Here then we have an QT. passage which teaches the fiaal and general 
resurrection. It is not to be limited to the Israelites alone, but extends to 
all, the entire multitude of those who will be found sleepi~g in the dust on 
the last day. This passage is particularly interesting and significant be-p 
it plainly foretells the resurrection of some to everlasting life, s: r.Jf 17-/.J.~ 
[7 f1Y, and some to shame and everlasting contempt,q(i.iJiXll{ nfJJ)l{t •~/.1."<:-J 
;i·1,S1 _. 
The general resurrection will be happy for some and terrible for othera. ·• : 
Chiliastic, exegtsis has had to deny that resurrection is taught in this passage~ 
since according to their plan there will be a period of a thousand years be-
tween the first and the second resurrection. A.C•Gaebeleins "Physical res~-
urrection is not taught in the second verse of this chapter; if it were the j 
passsage would be in clash with the revelation concerning resurrection in the 
N.T. There is no ge~neral resurrectioh, but there will be the first resurrection 
in which only the tighteous participate and the second resurrection, which 
means the r aising of the wicked dead for their eternal and conscious punish-
ment. Between the two re~~rections is a space of 1000 years (REY. 20)." (The 
PBophet Daniel, p.200). This idea is precluded by our text which plainly speaks 
of a general resurrection in which the raising of the juat and the wicked is 
one contemporaneous action. 
This passage of the Prophet Daniel forms a fitting cli~ to our con-
sideration of the Scriptural evidence in the O.T. for the doctrine or the res-
urrection. It brings out plainly the fact of a final and general reaurredtion, 
and at the same time teaches that the just and unjust shall be sepamted. 
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The prophetic passages juet considered are the plainest promulgations 
or the O.T. teaching concerning the resurrection. "And it is on such clear 
O.T. enunciations that there is based the Jewish doctrine of reaurrection ~ 
seen in later literature ••• " (Bibliotheca Sacra, Vol. 87,July 1930, No.347, 
The O.T. and Immortality, Gel. L. Young). This later li•erature or the Jews, 
that is, the apocryphal and apocalyptic writinp, are important for our pres• 
ent topic in so far as they are a reflection or the O.T. doctrines in gen-
eral and the doctrine of the resurrection in particular. It shall be our 
object in this section to consider some of these apocryphal passages Yery 
briefly, with a view to detarmin.,i:rywhat they teach concerning/ the res-
uruectioh. 
The Book of the Wisdom of Solomon contains some clear references 
to the bless ed eternity which is in store for the righteous. In chap.3,1•4 
we are told : "But the souls of the righteous are in the h$ of God, and 
there shall no torment touch them. In the sight of the uniYerse they seemed 
to die, and their departure is t aken for misery, and their going from ue 
to be utter destruction; but they are in peace. For thqgh. they be pursued 
in the sight of men, yet is their hope full of immortatity." Death may 
seem to be a punishment of God, but the righteous nevertheless hold to the hope 
of immortality. "The righteous live for evermore1 their reward a1so is 
rith the Lord, and the care of them is with the most High. Therefore shall 
they receive a glorious kngdom, and a beautiful crown from the Lord's hand, 
for with his right hand shall be sever them, and with his arm shall he pro-
tect them," 5, 15.16. The righteous shall live for evermore! These words 
show us that the author of this book had a distinct hope for eternity; it 
was to be an eternity of blessedness in the kingdom of the Lord. 
But here the hope is only for a blessed eternity. The hope of a res-
urrection, tbogh it may well be implied here, is not definitely expressed. 
But in the II B,ook of the ~ccabee§... we have several very distinct expreSB-
ions concerning the actual resurrection. In that remarkable se~enth chapter 
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chapter of this apocryphal book we v-e told the story or a mother and ber 
seven sons who suffered the cruelest tortures for the slke or the Law or God, 
and died with a wonderful confession on their lips. When the second ot the 
brothers "wa s at the last gasp, be said: Thou like a fury takest us out IP 
of this present life, but the King of the world shall r aise us up, who have 
died for his Law{, unto everlasting life." (7,9). The third br(?ther, h~~ding 
forth his hands during his tortures "said courageously, These I had from 
heaven; and for his lawa I despise them; and from him I hope to receive them 
again." ( 7 ,11). The fourth brot her, being similarly tormented, died with these 
words 1 "It is good, being put to death bj men, to look for hope from God to be 
raised up again be him; as for thee (the tyrant king), thou shalt have no 
resurrection to l ife." ( 7, 14). And the motherJ, who had to witness the 
torture and death of her seven sons, exhorted them to remain faithful to the 
Law of God." "She said unto them s I cannot t9ll how ye come into my womb; for 
I neither ga ve yoµ breath nor life, neither was it I that formed the membets 
of every one of you. But doubtless the Creator of the wotld, who formed the 
generation of man, and found out the beginning of all thiJgs, will also of 
his own mercy give you breath and life again, as ye now regard not yourselvas 
for his Law's sake." (7, 21-23). Remarkable confessions indeed! These bro-
thers gave eloquent teatipmony to an undoubting and courageous faith in the 
resurrecµ.on of the dead. They expected God to p•e them life and breath, 
their very body and members int •he next world. 
In lI Esdras we have several more clear expressions concerning the 
resurrection. Chap. 2,16. 23 tell us, "And those that be dead will I raise up 
again from their places, and bring them out of the graves, for I have known 
my name in Israel ••••• Wheresoever thou findest the dead, ~ake them and bury 
them, and I will give thee the first place i _n my resurrect.ion.~ The first 
passage says distinctly that the Lord will raise the dead from their gra#es; 
and in the second is reflected the Jewish anxiety about being buried. That 
is consiiered so important that one who will bury the unburied dead st11 
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receive his reward in the final resurrection. In this same book, 7,30.31, 
we are told t "And af'ter seven days the world, that yet awaketh not shall be 
raised up, and th~t shall die that is corrupt. And the earth shall restore 
those that are asleep in her, and so shall the dust those that dwell in 
silence, and the secret places shall deliver those souls that were committed 
unto them." In this last passage the author gives expression to the belief 
thnt not only the righteous Israeltite, but all those who are asleep in the 
dust of t he earth shall arise. This thought is similar to that expressed by 
the Prophet Daniel i n chap. L2, 2. In the 12th chapter of II Esdras the 
t . ( ---~ resurrec i on is s poken of a s something well-k~. "And when he a~named 
Judas) had made a gathering throughout the company to the sum of two thousand 
drachma of s ilver, he seit it to Jerusalem to offer a sin-offerin} doing 
therein very w,i11 and honestly, in that he was mindful of the resurrection. 
For if he had not hoped that they that were slain should have risen again, 
it had been superflous and vain to pray for the !lead." (12, 43.44). 
The author of the Psalter of Solomon gises us further expressions 
of fa ith in i mmortali ty and the resurrection. Ps. 13, 9: "Fo~ the life of 
the righteous is for ever. " Here he expresses the bel i ef that the righeous 
will be heirs to immortal life. In Ps.3,16 he speaks ■ore distinctly or the 
resurWection: "But those who fea r the Lord shall rise unto eternal life. And 
their life sha ll be in the light of the Lord and shall fail no more." 
Concerning the Book of Enoch J. Hastings has this to says 1'The old-
est port ion contains an ~ aborate theory of Sheol, and teaches the resurrection 
of all righteous Israelites, and so many of the wicked as ha ve escaped without 
imcurring judgment in their lifetime, 22,lOff •••• Another writer of a aome-
what l ater date speaks of the resarrection of the righteous Israelites only. 
These s hall be raised, a fter judgm&\in and retribution have been meted out to 
sinners, to share in the glories of the Messianic kingdom, 90,29-33. A simil-
ar opinion is express ed in another part of this writing. None but the right-
eous shall rise, 91, 10 ••• The most important and beet known of the Book or 
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Enoch (chap1. 37-70), which is known as the Similitudes, con(ins an explicit 
assertion of a general resarrectioh, 51,l. Whether however, the writer in-
tended to convey the idea of a resurrection of the Gentiles is somewhat 
doubtful. The -.,ords of this passage, if taken literally, would certainly 
convey the impress i on that a uni versll resurrect ion is meant." ( Diet ionary 
of the Bible, Resurrection, pp.791.792). 
To su~ up this brief investigation of apocryphal books we quote the 
words of Philip Schaff a "The Jewish Apocrypha (The Book of Wisdom and the 
II Book of Maccabees), and the l ater Jewish writings (The Book of Enoch, 
fhe Apocalypse of Ezra) show some progress, they distinguish betwee two 
regions p/ in Sheol: Paradise or Abraham's bosom for the righteous, and Ge-
hinom or Gehenna for the wicked; ~hey emphasize the resurrection of the 
bOcl,dy, and the future rewards and punishments." (The Pre11byterian Revew, 
Vol.IV, 1883, Oot.,no. 16, pp.724.725.). 
Now what may we infer from these apocryphal writings for our present 
discussion of the resrrection of the botdy in the o.T.? Bearing in mind that 
these apocrp~al and apocalyptic writings cannot, for obvious reasons, have 
the same authority as the canonical books of the O.T., nevertheless it 
remains a fact that some importance attaches to them as a continuation of the 
history, life, and religion of the Jewish people. And since these writings 
present us with several notable expressions concerning the resrr•ction we may 
safely draw the c~nclusion that this doctrine was an integral part or the 
Jewish belief. Luthardt draws this conclusion from the seventh chapter of the 
II Book of Maccabees s ,,Als allgemeiner Volksglaube find et aich die _Aufers~-
ung 2 Makk. 7, 9ff." (Kompend. der Dogmatik, S.387). Even W.A.Brown admits 1 
"The doctrine of the resurrection is a familiar one in the centuries immed-
iately preceding the Christian era." (The Christian Hope, p. 67). 
These apocryphal and apocalyptic books are therefore another link in 
the chain of evedence for the doctrine of the resarrection in the O.T. If these 
writings, written before the N.T. era and therefore free of Christian bias, con-
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tain the beliif in a resurrection of the dead, then that is good evedence 
for this same doctrine in the canonical books of the o. T., ror these apocry-
w y.{,·,,,.,s 
phalAare based on and in a measure are a continuation of the thoughts express-
ed by the prophets and writers of the o. T. 
In this s e~tion of our teatise we shall briefly consider Jeyish opin-
. 
ion concernjn~ the resurrection of ±be hadf, This is important because the 
~ .>{~ 
Jews naturally base .,gmt a~~they teach about the resurrection on the QT. 
Scriptures. 
The Talmud, '6hich represents the scholastic activities of the Jewish 
Rabbis from the beginning of the 3rd to the close of the 5th century A.D., 
would naturally be significant as a source of Jewish opinion on their beliefs 
in general and therefore also for the doctrine of the resurrection. Geo.B. 
Stevens, in an a rticle entitled ''Weber on the Eschatology of the Talmuli", 
gives a fr ee translat i on and condensation of the fouth part of Weber's .Die 
Lahren des Tal muds", which treats of the resurrection. We quote hims "Even 
from the world of the dea d shall the partici pants in the Messianit reign be 
broght. Those who are bound in Gehiqom shall see the light of the Messiah 
and shall rejoice to s ee hi m and say: He will lead us out of our darkness. 
Thus shall the circumcised, the true children of the covenant, /,/i be gath-
ered from their dispersi on, ~hile those from the caverns of Sheol arise, 
reclothed in their f.D)mer boJdies, to participate in the glorious kngdom 
which Messiah shall establish tn the holy land. This resurrection of the cir-
cumcised shall take place in the holy land. The bedies of th!se who were 
buried in other lands shall be rolled along beneath the urih or shall paas 
through subterranean passages so as to rise in the holy land. Thia precess 
is painful; therefore Israelites desire to be buried in their own c~ry in 
order to spare themselves this experience. Hoses was buried in a roreing) 
land in order to assure other Je,rs that they shall be raised up. His resurrect-
ion will be certain and will be the garanty of theirs. " The actual res-
-so-
urrection is described as ocurring in the following manners "At this res-
urrection the Almighty will sound a trumpet seven times, at each blast 
of which a part of the process of roudting the decomposed or scattered bodj 
and the reuniting of the soul with tt,t, takes place. A portion of the bo,t'dy 
remains undestro~ed and becomes the nucleus for the revivified body. Each 
person rises in the clothes in which he was buried; hence the care concerning 
burial ga r ments . Each has the same appearance, even such defects as lameness 
and blindness (for indentification), but these are healed immediately arter 
resurrection. ~his resurrection applies to Israel only and is to a renewed J 
and glorified earthly l i f e, but not to an absolutely immortal one. The body 
does not, however, ret urn a gain t o dust and corruption." (The O.T. student, 
Vol. VIII, Oct.1888, no. 2). This summmary of what the Talmud teaches concern-
ing t he r esurrection gives us a general id6a of what the Jews believed about 
this doctrine. Although the Talmudic conceptio_n qf th~ resurrection is in 
many of the details wholly imaginary, and al though its scope is limited to 
Israel, yet it showsus yery definitely that the Jews hoped for a bolily
1 
res-
urredtion in the Messianic age. The Talmud' e notion of the r.esurrection is 
iiza Q Hit based ~t/1:J on the o. T. Scriptures, and is so far it is signif-
icant for our consider at i on. According to the Talmud the O.T. Scriptures 
plainly tea dh the resurrection of the body. 
And what is taught by the Talmud is likewise held and promulgated by 
iater rabbinical oglinion. The doctrine of th·e resurrection is considered one 
of the chief articles of Jewish faith. Joh. A. Ei sennenger, in bis ponderous 
work ,,Entdecktes Judenthum ••• ", quotes the Jewish prayer books -/,on this 
rH~ . 
poin~~ q Es glauben die Juden insgemein, dass die Todten wieder auff~rstebin 
warden, und wird derjenige, welches solches l~eugnet, vor einen Katzer ge- · 
halten; und halten sie solches vor ein Hauptstueck ihres Glaubena, de
1
aw8'gen 
der dreyzehende Artickel desselben, (wie in den taeglichen Gebet-Buechern 
unter dem Titel Sbacatith zu sehen ist, allwo alle dreyzehen Artickel stehen) 
also lauteta Ich glaube durch einen vollkommenen Glauben, dass die Auffer-
·' 
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stehung der Todten zu derjenigen Zeit ieyn werde, welcbrdem Schoep!fer ge-
fallen wird, dessen Nahme gebenedeyet und dessen Gedaechtniss gelobet sey in 
higkeit." And after this quotation from a prayer beok, Eisenmenger quotes 
a rabbis ,,Dannenhero sbhreibet auch der Rabbi Manasse ban Israel in seinem 
Buch Mischmath Chajim fol.39.col.2 in dam Anfang des 15. Capitals des ereten 
Lia.amar also: Der Glaube 
Haupt-Artickeln unserera 
von der Aufferstehung der Tadten,ist einer von den 
,,.'J?~ 
Ge set zes •• •;., . These opiniom will suffice to show 
that the resuurection is held to be one of the chief articles of Jew~sJ. faith. 
And from what parts of the O. T. Scripture does the Jewish religion 
take its doctri ne of the "'t1?e.. resurrection. From Eisenmenger we quote Rabbi 
Manasse ben Israel : 1,Und weY da sagt, dass die J;./,f/ Aufferstehung der Tod-
oe 
ten aus dem Gesetz ( nemlich den Buechern Mosis) nicht lJnne erwiesen werden, 
der ist ein Katzer, und Epicurer, und hat keinen Theil an der zgkuenftigen 
Ylelt.... \7ir f ind en in ciem Geset z, in den Prophet en, und in den Hagiograhis, 
~wodurch die uebrige ~uecher der heiligen Schrifft verstanden warden) dass 
der Glaube von der Aufferstehung der Todten in dem Goettlichen Gesez't noth-
wendig sej, und folget daraus, dass derjenige, der da sagt, dass die Auff-
erstehung der Todt en nicht aus dem Gesetz behauptet warden loenne, aus der 
Gemeinschaft der Glaubigen getreten sey, und einen Haupt-Artickel und das 
,. 89' /J 
Gesetz selbsten verlaeugne. ~A .From this expression it is evideathat the 
Jewish rabbis take the teaching of the resurrection not only from the 
prophets, where it is very plainly taught, but also from the La~_,.J}1,1,'.t.",:11" ~ •• 1,r~ ..t,.&.. ~ ~ ~, "4_,c,4,'"'"'·1 ~I-.~ 
Books of Moses. a.>--~ ""-~ L-. l-4v. ~ UM·~ '.f, . ' v- - r ~ -UW}VUC<<A""I\ 
Concerning this l atter point there is, however, some disagreement 
as to the clarity with mich the Books of Koees teacjh the resurrection. . 
Rabbi Bechai has this explanation as to why the Law does not teach the res-
urrection in more explicit wordss nWisse auch, dasa sich viel venrundern und 
fragen warum das Werck der Af'firstebung der Todten in dem Geeets nicht deut-
lich gemeltet sey, da es doch ein grosses fundament und ein Haupt-Artickel 
des Gesetzes 1st, und )d~ Schrifft in vielen Versickeln dee Geaetses weit-
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lae"rfig 1st, und dieselbe zwey mahl setzet, w~lches docb nicht so l'/JJ aebr 
noethig waere. Wann nun dem also ist, ,re.rum ist die Schrifrt in dieser Sache 
so kurtz, und lehrt einen gros s en Artickel mit einer wenigen Anzeigung. Die 
Antwort hierauff ist dasjenige was ich di,K etliche mahl geschrieben babe, 
nemlich, dass des Gesetzes Gebeauch ist, in den verborgenen DJ!ngen kurtz 
, zu sein und je mehr eine Sache verborgen ist, je Juertzer die Schrifft 
darvon handelt un{meldet darvon anderster nicht als durch ein indici~-• , 
'In)• . . 
oder Anz eigung, und kuert zl i ch." ( J. Eisenmenger, Entdecktes Judenthum,891-892). 
This brie f r eview of Talmudic and later rabbinical opinion on ~he f 
resurrection shows us that the Jewish relig/ion holds the doctrine of the res-
urrection as a chief a rticle of faith. Furthermore,--and that is the import-
ant point for our cons i derat ion~-, it shows us that the Jewish teaching was 
based direc tly on the Books of Moses, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa. In so 
f a r t he J ewi sh opinion is further testijony to the fact of the resurrectipn 
i nthe O. T. 
In this concluding sect i on we shall speak of the New Testament BYllPAx:t 
of the ~.T. doctrine of the resurrection. This point is naturally very im-
portant, since it gives us the frlt New Testament's, the apostles', and Christ's 
own view of whether or not the resurrection is clearly taught in the O.T., and 
if thes e witnesses speak a f ffirmatively then certainly the matter is put 
beyohd all doubt. 
The N.T. presents the sect of the Sadducees as being a group which de-
nied the resurrection. Matt. 22,231 "The ea.ma day came to him the Sadducees, 
which say that there is no resurrection ••• " (cp. Mark 12,18J Luke 20,27;). 
Acts 23.8: "For the Sadducees say that there is no resurrection, neither angel, 
nor spirit." The first aroup of passages speaks of the_,ruestion which the un-
believing Sadducees advanced concerning the future lifea which of the seven 
brothers would have that woman in the next wotld whom they all had as wife in 
this world. Christ's answer to this question has been treated in the beginning 
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or this discussion and need not be reconsidered here. The second passage 
Acts 23,B, gives us a clear presentation of the doctrinal position it these 
Sadduceesa they denied the resurrection, the existence of angeali, and or 
spirits in general. This is in ha rmony with what Jeaephus has to say of the 
Sadducees a "The doctrine of the Sudducees ia this a that souls die with-c ~~~ 
bodies." (Antiq. XVIII, 1, ,i4). And in Wars of the Jews: "The Sadduceea ••• 
also take away the belief of the immortal duration of the soul, and punish-
ments and rewards in Hades." (Book II, VIII, 14). This was the doctrinal 
position of these Sadducees. The origin of this group my be tracec{back to 
David 's time, to the high priest Zadok. "It is now generall-y believed that 
the name (Zadok) refers to the high priest Zadok, who officiated in David's 
reign, and whose familJ the highjpr~esthood remained unto the political con-
y ~ . 
fusion of the rtaccaaean ti■es, his descendants and partisans being Zadokie:t.e 
or Sadducees." (John D. Davia, A Dictionary of the Bible). Here then we 
have a J ewish party of ancient date which denied, 1mong other things, the 
resurrection of the body. The very existence of a party which denie~_th~ _res-
urrection a lready implies and presupposes that there was a well known doct-
rine of the resurrection, and in this way, negatively, the Sadducees, as pre-
sented in the N.T., are a witness to the common belief in the resun,ection. 
In constant opposition to the Sadducees stood the Pharisees. Of the 
Pharisees we are told that they believed in the resurrection of the body. 
Acts 23 ,8: "For the Sadducees say that there is no resurrection, neither ag-
elJ nor s pirit, but the Pharisees confess both." And in Acts 23,6 Paul con-
fesses, "I am a Pharisee, the son of a PhariseeJ of the hope and; resurrection 
of the dead I am ci.lled in question." That was their doctrinal stand. Con-
cerning the time of their origin J.D.Davis saysa "In all probability the 
Pharisees originated in the Jeriod before the lllaccabaean war, in a revolt 
against the hellenizing spi,it which appea~ afmong the Je11'-s and manifested 
Gyaci.,. 
itself in the readines s of a part of the people to ad•pt ~•6tn customs." 
(Dictionary of the Bible.). Here we ha ve, therefore, a group of Jewish scholars 
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originating some time before 175 B.C., whose purpose it was, among other 
things, to defen~ and teach the doctrine of the resurrect i on of the body 
as taught in the o. T. canon. Again, the very existence or auch a group pre-
npposes and implies that the doctrine of the resurrection or the body was 
well-knownj and commonly believed. 
And now we come to some passages of the N.T. in which the dQctrine 
or tpe resurrection ia presented es a popuJar bel;ief. In Luke 9,7.1 we reads 
"Now WQJi the t etra rch hear d of all that was done by him (Jesus) I and he 
. - . 
was perplexed, becaus e that it was said of some, that John was risen from the 
dead; and of some, that Elias had appeard; and of others, that one of the old 
I 
prophets was ris en again." (cp. Matt. 14,l.2; Mark 6,14; Luke 9 1 19). In all 
these passagos Herod and the "some" and the "others" who are mentioned speak 
of the r esurrect ion of the recently beheaded John the Baptist or the long dead 
prophets as aomething very possible and probabee. This indicates that these 
people had a belief in the resurrection of the dead, and since th,ir belief 
was bas ed on t he ·o. T. Script ures, they are in this way witnesses to the fact 
that the O.T. tea che.5 t he doct-:tine of the resurrection of the body. 
When Jesus told the sorrowing Uarhha that her dead brother Lazarus 
would rise aga in, that i s , that He, Jesus, would raise him up from the dead, 
Martha immediat ely t hought of the final resurrection. She answered Hims "I: 
. -· ; .. ,I) 
know that he shall rise again in the resurrection at the last dayj.". (3ohn 111 24) . 
- ~ 
Here we have the clea r confession, not of a memaer of the priestly or scholarly cla 
but of a member of the common people. That p,ints to the fact that the doctriie of 
the resurrect7ion of the body, taught in the Law and Pro1hets, was a ppopular 
belief. Geo. L. Young correctly points out 1 "It is on such clear O.T. enunci-
ations (Isa. 26,19; Dan.1 2,2; Hos.13,14) that there is based the Jewish doctrine 
of resur¥ection as existent amoni the Jews in N.T. times." _(Bib~lotheca 
Sacra, Val. 87, July 1930, no. 347, The o.T. and Immortality, p.275). 
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Several of Christ's foremast IPQgil!!' _ J.~v-~--~s..:.further support_ to_~~h• -~ 
~ ~ ~'/~~~-~/, 
O.T. doctrine of the resurrect I~~ iii' t .he c~ufse of his p7f.ertufl Pe~-
ecost sermon, referred to Ps. 16, 8-11 to show his audience that David already 
had foretold the resurrection of this same Christ whom they had recently cruci-
fied. He said: "Therefore being a peophet QDavid), and knowing that God had 
• • • I 
sworn with an oath to him, that of the fruit of his}oins, according to ~b~ _ flesh, 
he would raise up Christ foj si• on his throne; he (Da•id) seeing this before 
spake of the resurrection of Christ, that his soul was not 1•rt in hell' nei-
aJJ 
ther his flesh did see corruption. This Jesus hath God raised up, whereof we all 
. fL 
are witnesses," Acts 2,30-32. Here we have incontrovertible evidence! Peter, the 
divinely inspired Apostle of Christ Himself, gives us God's own exegesis of 
an O.T. prophecy. Peter plainly points out that in this Psalm David spoke, not 
of himself, but of the resurrect ion of Christ Jeaas, through whom David, Peter, 
and all believers hope to be reased from their own graves. 
The Apostle Paul's view of the matter is especially signiticant. When 
preachin g at Antioch Paul told his hearers :"4Jld as concerning that he raise&-~im 
up from the dead, now no more to return to corruption, he said on this ~~e, I 
will give you/ the sure mercies of David. Wherefore -f,p he silth also in another 
...... 
Psalms Thou shalt not suffer thine Holy One to see corruption," Acts 13,36_.~~• -
Here again we have divine exegesis showing us that Christ's resurrection! _ and t 
therewith all men's, was foretold already in the O.T. But not only this one 
psalm is explained by Paul as referring to the resurrection of Christ. Ha says 
the same thiag of the O.T. Scriptures in general. At Thessalonica,"Paul, as 
his manner was, went in unto them, and three sabbath days reasoned with them o1/ 
-~cl 
out of the Scriptures, opejning and alleginf that Christ must needs have suffered, 
and risen again from the dead, add that ~is Jesus, whom I preach unto you, is 
Christ," Acts 17,2.3. Paul taught the resnreotion of Christ "out of the 
Scriptures"! Similarly, in his famous defense before Agrippa, Paul confesseaa 
"Having therefore obtained help of God, I continue unto this day, witnessing 
both to small and great, saying none other things tha1n those which the prophets 
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and Moses did say should come I that Christ should suffer, and that He should . . 
rise from the dead, and should shew light unto the people, and to the Gentile!," 
Acts 26,22.23. Here Paul includes Christ's resurrection ae one of the ~hinge" 
whioh the prophets and Moses ditl,dsay. Not only the Psalmist spoke of His res-
urrection; Moses and the prophets did likewise. And in I Cor. 15, 3.1. Paul 
makes the statement '8.hat even Christ's res¥rrection on the third day was pro-
phecied : "For I delivered unto you first of all that which I also r~ceiv_~d, 
how that Christ died for our sins according to the ScripturesJ and tmat he was 
buried, and that he rose agasin the third day according to the scri~tur~~•" 
But, the objection may be raised, all thles£passages speak or the 
resurrect ion of Christ as being prophecied in the O.T. A>e there no N.T. 
passage s in which our resurrection is directly spoken of as being prophecied 
in the O. T.? Paul also gives us such testimonies. In his defense before 
Felix, Paul says: "But this I confess unto thee, that after the way which they 
call heresy , so worship I the God of my father,a, believing ~l things 
written in the law and in the prophets; and 'fipf, have hope t,-oward God, 
't>,A 
which are 
. . -d~1 -
which t'hey 
themselves allow, that there shall be a resurrection of the dead, both of the 
d t 
just and unjust," Acts 25,14.15. Here Paul speaks or the resurrection of all the 
dead, just and unjust, and this belief be stat..;as on!of the ''things which are 
writt en in the law and the prophets." His reference, in this instance is evil• 
dently to Dan. 12,2, where we are told: "And many of them that sleep in the dust 
of the ea rth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and ever-
lasting comtemptj:• Here then we have a N.T. passage explaining an O.T. prophecy 
of the resurrection of all the dead, the just and ujjuet. 
In his famous 15th chapter of I Corinthians Paul makes -two more refer-
b.(J 
erences to O.T. prophecies concerning the resurrectioh. I Cor. 15,54 we are told1 
"So when this corruptible shall have put on incorruption, and this mortal shall 
have put on immortality, then shall be brought to 
Death is swallowed up in victory." Where is this 
we reads "He rill swallow up death in victory." 
w-:.lli .. 
pass the saging that is wrlitena 
i 
"saying" written? In Isa.25,8 
The prophet of God foretold 
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how death's power would be broken b, Christ and how on the final resurrection 
day the graves would have to give up their dead • .And God's inspired Apostle in• 
terprets this in the very same way. A very distinct N.T. corroboration ot an 
O.T. prophecy of the resurrection of the Body! 
-~-
Furthermore, in I Cor. 15,55 Paul exclaims triumphanilya "0 death, where 
is thy sting? 0 grave,where is thy victory?" Turning to Hos. 13,14 we reads 
"I will ransom them from the power of the grave; I will redeem them from_ ~eath; 
0 deat, I wll be thy plagues; O grave, I will be thy destruction:" .Another 
very evident reference on the part of Paul to an QT. prophecy of the resurrect-
ion. The prophet spoke of the complete annihilation ofdeath's power ~d _grasp 
over man, and the Apostle uses almost the very same words in expressing the 
same t rium_phant thought. 
There remain also two passages in Revelation in which the Apostle 
John gives his support ;to the O.T. doctrine of the resurrection. We reads 
"And God s hall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no more 
death, neither sorrow, nor cryi ng, neither shall ilhere be any more pain; 
. . . 
for the former things are passed away," Rev. 21,4. And in Rev. 7 ,17 the . , . 
. -c1i, .:, ·!: 
similar thought: "For the Lamb whi)Ch is in the midst of the throne shall feed th19, 
~ . . . 
and shall lead them unto lifing fountains of waters, and God shall wipe away . · i· 
all tears from thei r eyes." In these passages the Apostle speaks of the he;vlnly 
Joys and untroubled happiness of the believers afier their resurrection. 
"-iot 
Turning to Isa. 25, 8 we rea ds "He will swallow up death in victory, and the Lord 
will wipe away tears fromm aff all faces." Almost word for word the Apostle 
here quotes an O. T. prophecy concerning the resurrection, and thereb~ he gives 
further substantiation to this doctrine in the o.T. 
Besides these marvelous testimonies of the apostles in support o~ 
the O.T. doctrine of the resurrection, we have, as the climax of all, .1wL 
Master's own testimon1 concerning His oyn reaurracti.oo. When Christ, the /.m./t~J 
omniscient Son of God, began His final trip up to Jerusalem, He told Hie 
disciples 1 "Behold, we go up to Jerusalem, and all things that are written 
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by the ptophets concerning the Son of Man shall be accomplished. For He shall 
be delivered unto the Gentiles, and shall be mocked, and spitefully entreated, 
and spi~ted on, and they shall scourge Him, and put Him to death, and the third 
day He shall rise again,i Luke 18,31-33. Here the Savioa Himself includes 
His resurrection on the third day as being one of the "things that are written 
by the prophets concerning the Son of Man." Christ expresses the same thought 
in His t alk with the two sorrowing disciples of Emmaus. "Beginning at Moses 
and all the prophet s, He expounded unto them in all the Scriptures the thinas 
Hi~self •••• All t hings must be fulfilled which were written in the law of Moses 
and in the prophets and in the psalmf concerning me. Then opened He their under-
standing , that they might understand the Scriptures, and said unto them: thus 
it i s weitt en, and thus it behoved Christ tot suffer, and to rise from the 
dead the t hird day," Luke 24 , 27. 44-46. Here again Christ speaks of Hes res-
rrect ion on the third day as one of the things which were spoken of "in the law 
of Moses and in the pr ophets and i n the psalms." And with this testimony of our 
Savior we bring this dis cus sion to a close. 
Thi s brief treat ise has shovm us that the Old Testament Scriptures, 
from their very beginning, contain the hope of resurrection. The words of 
Geo. L. Young a r e fitting here: "The o.-n, then, is f a r from silent concern-
in the matter of a future life . It s peaks; and at times it speaks clearly 
and assuredly. The trouble with many is that, because the O.T. teaching of 
i mmortality ( liJie its teaching of God and of various ohherfa things) is so 
entirely unliKe that of the heathenism that some see in it, that}{ they 
e. 
know not how to take it. If the view of other ancient p~oples was that of a 
gloomy, disembodied state of life, not so God's ancient Word. The God whop 
created man at the first had made him a bodlly being. And throughout eternity 
a bodily being he is pto be, though on a much higher plane. Awa..ke•ed trom the 
dust of the earth (Isa.26,19; Dan.12,2), it ie, _however, to be in the divine 
likeness and in glory (Ps.17,15; 73,24), such glory, indeed, thati they shall 
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sbine, yes s~l shine as the brightness of the firmament, and as the ■tars 
for ever and ever (Dan.12,3)." (Bibliotheca Sacra, Vol.87, July 1930, no.347, 
The O.T. and Immortality, p.283). 
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